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1. Key takeaways

Capital founders revelations:

23.7% of capital founders are prepared to give up to 25% of their wealth
in exchange for a guarantee that the rest will remain 'rmly within their
family,s control.

Out of them- 11.8% are willing to part with up to 50% of their wealth
in exchange for the guarantee mentioned above.

35.5% of capital founders are willing to accept a potential loss of 104
50% of their wealth during the transfer.

KYC, SoWE, informational asymmetry

K2.8% of capital founders and 88% of their children and family members
are unfamiliar with YC( )Ynow Cour (lient6 regulations and guidelines.

81.9% of respondents do not take any actions to address information
asymmetry between them and family members regarding asset and
wealth information.

Only 11.F% of wealth founders understand that in the future- their
children will be obligated to undergo YC( procedures for both themselves
and their parents- as family assets and capital must be traced from the
very beginning- i.e.- from the founding member,s time.

zewer than 5% of the founders realiSe that their inaction shifts the
burden of managing wealth transfer onto their family and children- who
will have no tools to address the challenges and obstacles associated
with it.
Only 22% of capital heirs grasp the fact that in the internal policies of banks
and regulators- donation and inheritance are becoming more and more akin
to winning a lottery- bringing along all the following risks.

F2% of capital founders consider the Wource of Eealth Hssay )WoEH6 to
be a document of little importance.

Only 9.1% of capital founders have a Wource of Eealth Hssay )WoEH6.
Iowever- children signi'cantly overestimate their parents- believing that
3K.3% of parents possess such a document- a sixfold difference.
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1. Yey takeaways

Only 1 out of 25 respondents )K%6 clearly assess the depth of problems
arising from YC( procedures and regulations.

Asset record and information storage

Bn the modern world- comprehensive data on assets and capital hold
greater importance than physical document copies. Iowever- this concept
is understood by only 11% of respondents.

98% of capital founders 'nd it extremely stressful to consider the matter
of storing and reliably transferring information about their assets and
capital to family members.

87.1% of respondents keep records of personal and family capital at a
poor or moderate level.

82.K% of survey participants worry about keeping their asset and
capital data up to date.

Iowever- the overwhelming majority opt for insecure methods to store
and update their asset data. These unreliable choices are made by F7.3%
of capital founders.

/ut there are no other solutions available in the market.

Among capital founders and their heirs- only 7% and 7.8%- respectively-
understand that in the event of a force majeure- they will typically have a 34
9 months window to take possession of assets in most countries. Eithout
comprehensive asset data and attributes- heirs will be limited to reaching
only the ,low4hanging fruits,.

Only 17.5% of respondents are aware that capital founders lose up to 1;9
of their asset record history annually- which is dif'cult or impossible to
restore. zamily members have even fewer chances.

Wealth transfer

7F.K% of capital founders assume that it will be impossible for their
family members to comprehend information related to assets and capital.

Bn 81% of cases- capital owners personally handle the record4keeping
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and storage of asset information- allocating their time resources for
the matter based on what remains.

K8% of capital founders think that their family won,t be able to take
possession of capital and assets.

Ehile 23.8% believe that family members could take possession
only partially.

Third-party participation

8F.1% of respondents have doubts about whether trusted individuals
and professionals will execute tasks in the best way possible when the
time comes.

93.3% are entirely uncertain about this.

Bn the surveyed target group- the penetration level for family trusts is
0.K%- while for family of'ces- it,s 0.7%.

Only 9% of capital owners have established or are in the process of
drafting a wealth transfer plan and a personal capital inheritance strategy.

8.5% of heirs of family capital are aware that 31.7% of attorneys have
either failed to execute or only partially complied with the pre4
established instructions since the commencement of the wealth transfer
process.

7.8% of heirs know that attorneys exhibit unscrupulous behavior
towards successors 77.9% more often compared to capital founders.

Crypto Assets

Wtatistics indicate that in F1% of cases- the transition from 'at to
cryptocurrency and back results in a disruption of ownership continuity.

87% of respondents don,t know that it,s impossible to recover crypto
assets if the basic data related to the asset is lost.

As a result- 23.7% of all crypto assets on the market are unowned. Only
F.3% of survey participants are aware of this.

KPenguin Analytics by Owner.One
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Conclusion

Only 3% of survey participants understand that 7K.9% of all wealth
transfer losses are attributed to families with a net worth between $1.2
million and $FF million.

Only 2% of them know that- on average- up to 31% of family wealth is
lost during the transfer- primarily due to the lack of comprehensive
asset data.

Also 2% of respondents possess knowledge that approximately 59% of
assets and capital are at risk of legal prosecution from third4party
entities and government authorities.

5% understand that a net worth ranging from $1.2 million to $FF million
is considered wealth that doesn,t extend beyond one generation- as in
9F% of cases- the families, lifestyle decreases after the wealth transfer.

The most eagerly anticipated solution to the challenges posed by wealth
transfer is the development of digital solutions that can effectively
eliminate intermediaries and human4related risks by harnessing the power
of sophisticated algorithms. This vision is in alignment with the 'ndings
presented in (apgemini,s 2023 report on wealth management trends-
which envisions a future dominated by digital services operating under a
Eealth4as4a4Wervice model. Iowever- at present- no such products are
available in the market.

71.K% of capital founders are willing to depend on a third party- under
the condition that it can be executed without human intervention. At
present- there are no products or services that provide this capability.

According to crypto payment services- only 7% of clients show any
interest in the risk of disruption of ownership continuity before making
a deal.
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Subject matter of the research

Life has no rough drafts

Frédéric Beigbeder

3.
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Wtatistics say that families owning wealth in the range of $3 to $FF
million are the most vulnerable during wealth transfer. All families lose
money when it passes from one generation to another. /ut that category
of families suffers 7K.9% of all family capital losses. A lack of detailed
data and information leads to a loss of 31% of family wealth on average.
Bn both stable and volatile times- families of that category suffer more
often than those that are wealthier or less af’uent.

Ee decided to examine the reasons why. At the risk of jumping ahead-
we shall note that the issue is mostly subjective- not objective in its
nature. Bt is brought in by capital founders in that category being mostly
still concerned with operating earnings and creation of family wealth-
pushing capital transfer issues down the road. There are no external
limitationsq the issues are brought in exclusively by family leaders“
behavior patterns. On top of that- they lack experience in that type of
work as well as time and short4term incentives to ac”uire such
experience.

Penguin analytics by Owner.One (v.1.0., 22.06.2023 .

Ee launched a series of polls based on
managerial game theory. Ee offered our
respondents a scenario that envisioned a
capital founder suddenly stranded at the
Wouth Pole with no way to communicate
and only penguins for company.

3. Wubject matter of the research
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That is very similar to wealth founders who are also extremely skilled while
in their element. /ut as soon as they take up some task they are
unaccustomed to- they become slow and clumsy. Eealth transfer is not a
natural environment for our target audience. The majority of them show
lackluster results in that 'eld. That is why we titled our work Penguin
Analytics.

Ee imagine it all happening ”uite unexpectedly for both children and family-
as if the light was turned off in a room at night. That ?temporary isolation—
lets our respondents focus on their thoughts and answers instead of
depressing thoughts associated with more dramatic life occurrences.

No penguins or capital founders were harmed
during our research; all capital founders were
brought back immediately after .nishing itP

Tenguins are remarkable creaturesP -hey are highly adaptable to
both heat and coldP -hey are familyvorientedP Tenguins haxe
eqcellent memory and the ability to process information 3uicklyP
-hey naxigate their surroundings eqpertlyP -hey can moxe as fast
as 6/ km,h in their natural enxironment– but once out of water–
they become clumsy– waddling at 6W/ km,h at mostP
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Ee have launched a series of polls and studies of focus groups-
asking respondents what is supposed to happen to their capital and
assets. To what extent are their 'nancial and business affairs in
good order in case they have to transfer their wealth right nowU
Ehich part of it could be handed over to their successors or
families- and which part would join the global lost wealth statisticsU

(onsidering that our research has covered different markets- we
classi'ed them all as advanced- emerging- default markets. Bn each
of those markets- actors displayed varying levels of risk appetite.
Poll results showed that in each sector- actors preferred to do
business in their markets but safeguarded their capital in different
ways.

Wome polls were designed for capital founders- while others & for
their families and successors. Ee got to look at the same issues
from different points of view. Wome of our statistical 'ndings were
”uite astonishing and unexpected. Nnfortunately- many of them are
far from optimistic.
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Researchers’ foreword

4.
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There are no accidents.

Kung Fu Panda



4.1 Accidental 8ndings

Wtarting our research- the last thing we were expecting was for it to go global
and attract such interest from its target audience- awaken such emotions- and
become so hotly discussed by capital founders and their families- making so
many people think about the future of their assets. (onsidering the extreme
sensitivity of this issue )it being both about family and money6- we did not
expect such extensive feedback: over 8.5 thousand people participated in
online and of’ine polls- along with focus groups.

Bnitially- we tried to understand how it could be that the most proactive-
entrepreneurial4minded- astute- and successful people were only successful in
the job they did. They were- however- unable to fully transfer their wealth to
their children- as statistics showed.

The bulk of our audience were not retirees or those planning to retire in the
next couple of years. Ee were 'rst and foremost interested in those who were
still successfully growing their own and their families“ wealth. Those people
are the most vulnerable.

They bear the majority of capital losses on planned or emergency wealth
transfers to families or successors. This is not an issue of papers such as wills
which are absent or out4of4date for F8% of our respondents.

Iills are ineffectixe and– generally– 3uite irrelexant to the problems
we faceP ’n the modern world– itAs a problem of informationP Ks any
professional will tell you– entering into ownership when haxing full
information concerning which assets you ac3uire the title to is a mere
formalityP Snowing the eqact location of the assets you are to get
ownership of is the real challengeP
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Bn reality- even those who think they hand over the data on their capital and
assets- do it in such ways and amounts that hardly help their children and
families achieve their goals.

Bnitially- we just wanted to know to what extent problems that our target
audience faced were personal or universal and ac”uire market data for a
founder“s family project run in the closed4off friends and D family mode.
/ut our appetites grew- and eventually- we decided to aim higher.

The Penguin Analytics turned out to be one of the major global studies of
family wealth in the last decade. The numbers speak for themselves:

2,3 thous.

xeri.ed respondents

5,9 thous.
respondents

27
focus groups

17F
eqtra facevtovface
interxiews

15
countries

1KPenguin Analytics by Owner.One

Bt was not just one poll but a whole series of them. Hach poll was focused on
some speci'c aspects of the issues we studied. Iaving 'nished up by mid4
2023- we have already started a new stage of our research slated to continue
until March 202K. /ased on the past dynamics- we will be getting increasingly
more data on various aspects of wealth and intra4family transfers thereof.

K. Researchers“ foreword



4.2 Rocus on: 3-19-77

There were three categories of people who participated in the research:
Nltra4Iigh4Qet4Eorth Bndividuals )NIQ6- Iigh4Qet4Eorth Bndividuals )IQ6-
and Npper4of4the4Middle4(lass )NM(6. The majority of people who ”ualify
for those categories have no idea that they do. That is why it is easier to state
that our research was focused on people with disposable family wealth of
$3 to $FF million.

–espite the 334fold difference between them- those are the terms that have
now become widely accepted in the market. NM( includes individuals with
$3 million in disposable wealth- those owning up to $15 million are
considered IQ- those with up to $FF million & NIQ.

Ee are going to keep publishing both narrow analyses of certain issues and
extensive studies.

As you will see- our data are both important and- ”uite often- disconcerting.
Ee hope they will be practically useful to you. /ecause risks to family capital
or assets can materialiSe at any moment- bringing incalculable losses.

One of the main reasons for the families“ sorry plight- when they change
leadership or have to do planned or emergency capital or assets transfer- is
that founders do not concern themselves with actions that will ensure their
families“ full access to their capital in the future. Many realiSe those risks but
lack the re”uired knowledge and competencies.

15Penguin Analytics by Owner.One
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Ehy did we choose themU The classical theory of economics states that the
majority of global crises & economic- political- and military alike & affect
predominantly neither the poor nor the ultra4rich but families that are well4off
or comfortably wealthy. Any crisis starts with them.

The world today is in the state of a permanent crisis- and it will remain that way
for at least another decade- therefore the risks this group is exposed to have
grown signi'cantly.

4tatistics con.rm their xulnerabilitiesP 4ome .gures we are going to
show you will be surprisingP -hey all demonstrate that these categories
of families lose money– real estate– or other assets disproportionally
when their capital founders decide or are forced to retireP Kxerage capital
loss on transfer is up to 6%7– but it can be as high as 297– or exen 1G7
for some types of assetsP $enerally– statistics for the 56 to 511 million
category are dishearteningP

19Penguin Analytics by Owner.One

And that is even though those categories cover the majority of proactive-
emotionally and intellectually dynamic- energetic individuals. They have no
problem earning money- giving their families the desired lifestyles- organiSing
their operational environments. /ut they are unable to transfer their money
ef'ciently even to people within their closest circle.

4.3 ’espondentsk realism

That was the paradox we were trying to 'gure out in our study. Vuite soon-
however- we discovered that a signi'cant part of af’uent and in’uential people
were not idealistic: they saw the problem. There was no other explanation for
the fact

that a 3uarter of respondents said they were prepared to sacri.ce up
to 907 of their wealth to guarantee that their families would get the
remaining 207P G,/ of the respondents were prepared to lose as
much as 0O7 of their wealth in eqchange for such a guaranteeP

K. Researchers“ foreword
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4.4 The root of the matter

All our respondents understood the root of the matter clearly enough: handing
over information on their assets and capital to their families and successors. /ut
that handover should not occur too early- and not too late either. Bt should take
place exactly on time. The information should also be handed over to the
persons who need it & to the extent re”uired for them to claim their family
wealth ”uickly and with no delays. This was something that both respondents
and focus group participants had a hard time 'guring out.

As you will see below- there are no fundamental differences in target audiences“
behaviors in those markets. There were slight divergences in the tools they used-
but they were not signi'cant either.

We conducted our research in three types of marHets:

developed countries developing countries default countries

The wealthier our respondents were- the better they understood the problem
and the more they were willing to spend to ac”uire this fabulous guarantee.

4.9 Compare yourself to others

Iow should one use genuine analyticsU Read it- match the data
against your business environment- analySe- and compare yourself
against the market. Qo friends or advisors could offer you such depth
of comparative knowledge.

Read it from the very beginning or use it as a navigation map to
benchmark your actions and plans for majority or minority opinions
among your fellow target audience members. The 'gures are cross4
linked. Wtudy the text by moving from one block to another. Offer the
analytics to your family members. A lot depends on you- but also on
them. Eealth preservation is a team effort regardless of who
founded it.
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It is not the strongest of the species that
survives, nor the most intelligent that survives.
It is the one that is most adaptable to change.

Charles Darwin

Research summary

5.
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Ac”uiring wealth is not the same as preserving it. Preserving is not the
same as transferring. Obviously- those who can amass up to $100
million are very capable earners. Wome of them can preserve what they
earn. /ut very few can hand it down to their families.

(apital founders suppose )but prefer not to know for sure6 that their
assets are not ready to be handed over to their families at any
moment.

(apital founders realiSe the problem- but see no practical means to
arrange their family affairs in such a way as to hand their assets down to
their successors or families when time comes or in case of an emergency.

(apital founders are prepared to lose signi'cant portions of their estates
)up to 25+50%6 if they can get a guarantee that the rest will go to their
families and successors. There are no offers like that in advanced or
emerging markets.

The majority do not even have a plan A for family capital transfer. Only
very few have a plan /.

Eealthy families rarely realiSe that times have changed- and the transfer
of asset data is now more important than the transfer of hard4copy
documents.

They delude themselves- greatly underestimating the amount of
information family members and successors would need for a successful
transfer. The number of details re”uired for each asset is underestimated
by orders of magnitude.

On the one hand- capital founders know that revealing all the information
on their capital and assets to their families might not be the best idea in
many cases.

5. Research summary
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On the other hand- capital owners realiSe they might not be able to
reveal all the re”uired data to their families: the data on their capital
and assets“ location- details- other important things.

That is the rock and the hard place capital founders 'nd themselves
between: to risk their current comfortable lives and disclose all the
details now- or risk their strategic interests and disclose them later- if
they are able to. The majority of family capital and asset losses are
caused by erroneous risk assessment when choosing the 'rst or the
second option.

The only right decision is to hand the info over right on time. The
moment an emergency happens: not before and not after. And not
hand over everything to everyoneq give the information that is needed
to people who need it.

/ut there are no practical solutions for this issue at the moment. The
modern state of algorithms and the digital industry are not capable of
handling it.

This vicious circle makes capital founders feel trapped and compels
them to just let everything happen in its natural way.

The other option is to trust a large group of third persons to handle the
transfer- and that makes them feel even warier.

Taking that path can instill false con'dence because in most cases all it
does is change the risk pro'le.

Bn most cases- it is impossible to predict the ways assets change hands
inside a family. A capital founder will likely never know if they have
done things right in the past. That is something only their successors
can really judge. The founder has no way to test their decisions in
practice.

20Penguin Analytics by Owner.One
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Acquiring wealth is not the
same as preserving it.

Preserving is not the same
as transferring.

Bn case of a major unforeseen event- neither the founder nor their
family would know how to react. The overwhelming majority have no
scripts or action plans for such occasions. And most importantly- they
have no sources where they can get accurate and reliable data on their
assets: their structure- location- legal status- etc.

Generally- founders and their families realiSe the risk of capital loss on
transfer. /ut they feel helpless because 'nding a solution seems
impossible or re”uires some abnormal level of effort on the founder“s
part. At the same time- the amount of losses they expect spur them to
look for the most tolerable solution.

21Penguin Analytics by Owner.One More Details
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You can easily forgive a child for being afraid
of the dark. Grown-ups’ being afraid of the

light is the true tragedy of life.

Plato

Behavioral portrait

6.
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Ee conducted our research in three market categories )countries6:
developed- developing and default. There were no fundamental
problem perception differences between NM(- IQ- and NIQ groups
in those countries. Methods and tools they use could differ due to the
gap in wealth infrastructure services provided in those markets.

Bn developed markets- people do not feel noticeably calmer or more
con'dent compared to other markets.

There are also no signi'cant differences in problem perception among
our respondent groups )NIQ- IQ- NM(6. They act in relatively
consistent ways in similar circumstances. –ifferences in their wealth
have almost no impact on the scope and nature of their effort.

The surprising thing was that the majority of respondents were very
realistic about their state of affairs and the threats their family capital
would be exposed to in case of certain adverse events. A smaller- still
”uite signi'cant- number of respondents knew that negative events
could trigger at any moment. At the same time- virtually no one was
ready to act immediately to contain those threats.

Bssues of capital and assets preservation and transfer are caused by
family wealth information asymmetry along the ?parent4child— line.

(apital founders have an information monopoly on assets- their structure-
wealth sources- main operation and strategic threats- numerous details on
every asset- and other vital data that would remain out of reach for their
families and successors.

The younger generation feels even more anxious about the future
and well4being & both their own and their bloodline“s. That
includes the feeling of impending helplessness when the time
comes to ?picking up— the family“s wealth and assets.

9. /ehavioral portrait
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zamilies and successors )mostly children and nephews6 do not ask
founders to get their affairs in order now. Bn many families- such
conversations are considered in bad taste. As a result- mutual tact
makes things harder for everyone and leads to dire conse”uences
even in the mid4term.

(apital founders and their families think that the need for planned
capital transfer is an issue of the distant future. /ut everyone assesses
the risk of emergency transfer as very likely. At the same time- the
total majority of families have no tools to handle either of those issues.

Eorrying about losses and risks related to capital transfer from
founders to other family members is not the exclusive burden of the
70+80 age bracket. People in the 35+55 age group are the most
concerned about their capital being ready for an emergency transfer.
zor capital sources such as cryptocurrencies or digital businesses- the
average age of the people concerned with those issues goes down
another 5 years.

zounders“ families and their successors do not know what they
should do in case of an emergency. Qot only capital founders did not
hand them any detailed action plans- they did not even discuss those
issues in any depth.

(apital founders live in an information vacuum. They have no real
reason to discuss the status of their assets with their families.
–iscussing those issues with friends is out of the ”uestion )in any case-
it can only be done in a very perfunctory way6 because it touches on
two very sensitive topics: family issues and personal 'nances.
Professional con'dence also has its limits.

 ery few capital founders understand that in the modern world
information on assets is in'nitely more important than relevant hard4

2KPenguin Analytics by Owner.One
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copy documents. Bn order for a founder“s family to claim their
assetssuccessfully- they have to know exactly which assets exist
and where. Cou can restore documents- but you cannot do
anything without information.

(apital founders show very limited knowledge and competencies
when it comes to setting up their fortune for a planned or an
emergency transfer. They can be honestly mistaken even about
the extent and the depth of information they have to provide.

The fundamental problem is that the majority of capital founders
are still concerned with wealth accumulation- not retention. They
simply have no time for anything else. Operation income from their
current businesses is ”uite enough to provide their families with
comfortable lifestyles while postponing delicate issues of wealth
transfer to some future date.

Often- the emotional bond between capital founders and their
businesses is such that it impedes rational viability assessment.
They live through their projects- accumulate in’uence and social
status based on their current businesses.

Ianding their businesses over to anyone- including family members-
is often impossible for themq and if they are willing to do so- there is
no one who would accept such an offer.

/usiness founders do not realiSe the difference between preparing
for a business transfer or a current li”uid assets transfer.

Harning money through business- they just set their income aside-
not paying much attention to structuring it- much less to preparing
it for a handover.

25Penguin Analytics by Owner.One
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(apital founders are always under stress. They either have already left
the operational level )and do not want to go back to it6 or are too
overloaded with it )and do not have the resources for another big
project6. That is why- being emotionally burned out as they are- they
are unwilling to take on yet another problem that needs a signi'cant
effort to solve.

Our target audience are those who can no longer keep their capital
within their eyesight )as the middle class does6 but are still not at the
point where they would be mostly concerned with capital retention
)unlike the rich and the ultra4rich & $100L mln and $300L mln-
respectively6.

People who are privy to personal 'nances of families in the 3+15+FF
range tend to 'nd themselves in that position through random choice
rather than careful selection.

(apital founders and their families do not show any elevated level of
trust toward their own proxies. Many of them consider their
representatives a ?peace4time army— that cannot be counted on in the
moment of stress. (apital founders do not have any unrealistic
expectations.

(apital founders believe that regulators and ?the /ig /rother— have a
pretty good idea about their assets. Their privacy concerns are mostly
related to possible abuses of information by fraudulent actors or
untrustworthy third parties.

zurthermore- the problem of trust is not of the topmost importance-
because there is almost no one capable of handling the issue in capital
founders“ circles.
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The established behavior patterns consist of blaming someone
else- hiring people to achieve certain objectives- and the belief that
if you pay extra you can get the result faster than objectively
possible. Those prove inef'cient for family wealth even when the
situation is static- and even less so when it turns dynamic )meaning
a planned or emergency transfer of capital and assets6.

Bn capital founders“ minds- the issue of their family capital“s
preparedness for a transfer is inextricably linked with sudden and
painful retirement. Bn spite of being radically untrue- this illogical
association is so strong that it leads to procrastination.
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Trigger factors that maHe
capital founders actually do
something about the problem
are mostly:

an obvious case of trouble in
a family they knowq

third parties“ actions )banks-
partners- others6q

health concerns or ageq

actions of state regulatorsq

family pressureq

current business problemsq

economic or political crises.

The Wcarlett O“Iara syndrome )?B will think about this tomorrow—6
is the key obstacle to preparing family assets to be transferred at
any time when needed.
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Nnexpectedly- capital founders start to behave in immature ways.
They do not like to talk about the problem or listen about it. /ut it
is one of the key problems of their lives. Ehy would you spend so
much effort and energy on creating your private and family wealth
if it all is simply lost in vain instead of going to your family-
children- or charitiesU

Ehen confronted with the problem- they are ”uick to admit its
signi'cance but remain reluctant to do anything about it as they
still think they have no tools to handle the issue- and those tools
they do have re”uire an abnormal amount of personal effort to
use or a risk of extensive third4party involvement.

Precious few say that their capital is ready to be transferred to
successors or family members at any time in case of an emergency.
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Only the rich or those with no
desires disparage money.

Andre Maurois

Portfolio structure

7.
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Ee asked our respondents to check the asset classes they already have in
their portfolio- out of 25 options.

As it turned out- their asset portfolio composition was rather conservative.
The majority included classic 'nancial instruments and traditional assets.
/ut with some important caveats.

7. Portfolio structure
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NU, MNU, M%C asset portfolios

12,926Residential real estate

3,306Commercial real estate

9,496Land

F,F36Cash (in bank deposit boxes
or safes)

12,4/6Bank accounts

10,536Broker accounts

3,2/6Precious metals

1,276Metal accounts

4,156Government bonds

5,156Stock in public companies

7,116Stock and shares in private
companies

2,136Other securities

1,7/6Options, futures, other
derivatives

0,/96Rights to intangible assets
(books, patents, etc.)

3,706Fund investments

0,536Venture fund investments

0,496Family (private) funds,
trusts, other similar facilities

4,326Cryptocurrencies, tokens,
NFTs, other digital assets

0,/26Tokens secured by physical
assets

0,5F6Art collections

1,2F6
Other collections (wines,
whiskeys, watches, weapons,
etc.)

2,/16Jewelry and diamonds

0,F96Planes, helicopters, yachts,
boats (or shares therein)

1,196Expensive and/or unique cars

0,156Other



(ontrary to stereotypes- the majority of individuals worth up to $100 mln
have no trusts- funds- or similar facilities of their own.

Np to very recent times- they were considered the fool4proof solution to the
capital or asset transfer problem. The global economic crisis of 2022+2023-
along with growing numbers of abuses by wealth managers demonstrated
the placebo nature of these tools- which simply masked the problem.

–igital investments still do not attract many from among our target
audiencesq so far- they serve as relatively rare diversi'cation tools. Only
5.77% of respondents invest in venture funds- algorithmic
cryptocurrencies- and tokens secured by physical assets.

Bt is fascinating that- despite algorithmic cryptocurrency investments
)/itcoin- Hthereum- etc.6 being much more volatile compared to tokens
pegged to physical assets )platinum- oil- other commodities6- they remain
more attractive for our respondents: K.32% )cryptocurrencies6 against
0.92% )tokens6.

This is unusual to some degree because when it comes to other positions-
our respondents remain strictly conservative and often ultra4conservative.

0,496

0.45% of all respondents have
family (private) funds, trusts, or
similar facilities.

they only keep about
34.40% of their assets there.

34,406
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One of the algorithmic cryptocurrency usage problems our target
audiences do not see is breaking the capital ownership continuity.

Only 3.2F% have investments in assets like art collections- wines-
whiskeys- weapons- rarity cars. Bt is highly likely that the rest lack
experience in those areas and do not want to tie their investments up in
instruments with dubious li”uidity.

Top 9   most popular   assets in our
respondentsk portfolios:

12,926

12,4/6

10,536

7,116

5,156 0,496

0,/26

0,/96

0,F96

0,536

Top 9   rarest    assets in our
respondentsk portfolios:

(nly /P2G7 of respondents are aware that 1 to 9G7 of all money
inside xarious countriesA banking systems haxe no identi.ed current
ownersP
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12,926

12,4/6

10,536

7,116

5,156

0,496

0,/26

0,/96

0,F96

0,536
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Only 2.9K% of respondents know that in some countries if you fail to extend your
deposit box rent on time- it gets opened with police present- and its contents are
put in a so4called ?black bag.— Cou can get your money and valuables back also
with police present- implicitly providing that you can explain their source.

Bt is a common belief that family members can access those assets in
the shortest time. Theoretically- that is true. Bn practice- however- that
principle is less effective- and the risk of capital loss on planned or
emergency transfer from the founder to successors is not eliminated.

The situation became even more complicated recently in light of new
YC( re”uirements )ownership continuity and capital origin6 that are
tightening exponentially when the capital is transferred to family
members and successors.

1(3 of all respondents )31.026x
Heep their money in deposit boPes,
banH or broHer accounts

Ror comparison: 5.F96 of
respondents are investing in
land and commercial real estate.

31,026

5,F96

-he preference for that type of .nancial assets is rooted in their
perceixed high li3uidity and ease of 3uick transfer of assets )both
between an ownerAs accounts and to family members“P
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F.1 Rinancial assets

Ee asked our respondents which part of their family wealth was
comprised of 'nancial assets. Those were: bank deposits- cash-
insurance products- cryptocurrencies- or others.

Bn order to be sure- we disabled the (ount of Monte4(risto4style answers
)?nothing but cash—6 by eliminating options to answer ?100%— and ?0%.—
That brought the share of 'nancial assets down & but only a little & to
KK.70%.

(nly 9P067 of respondents know that 59/O bln of prixate funds and
assets in the world are ”wanted8 and about 5%OO to 5%9O bln worth
of assets and property remain unclaimedP

Non-:nancial
93,46

4/,/6
Financial

qortfolio share of 8nancial and non-8nancial assets
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Only 3.87% of our respondents gave any
thought to the fact that owners of about
19% of prestigious real estate in the world
could not be identi'ed )not counting those
ownership of which is in dispute6.

%P227 haxe heard that at any point in time– rent on 99P27 of bank
deposit boqes globally is outstanding– so access to them is restrictedP
G%P97 of deposit boqes in banks around the world haxe owners that
cannot be identi.edP

’t is worth noting that oxer 6,% of respondents concentrate their assets
in categories where losses on transfer are 3uite signi.cantP (ur
audienceAs belief that high li3uidity of assets means that they would
be easy and safe to transfer to their successors seems erroneousP
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Four Flags8
Diversi:ed geography

It is the part of a wise man to keep
himself today for tomorrow, and

not venture all his eggs in one
basket.

Miguel de Cervantes

2.
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IQ and NIQ individuals often think that minimal asset and capital
hygiene is related not to categories of assets in their portfolio but to
simpler criteria. Their diversi'ed geography- for instance.

NIQs and IQs know how to earn money- but they simply put aside the
income their families do not need for their lifestyle- not caring very much
about its structuring or preservation. That is con'rmed by the fact that-
unlike the rich and the ultra4rich- they ignore not only the most modern
ways of capital preservation but also traditional ones- like the zour zlags
concept.

The zour zlags concept is the idea that at least 50% of your most li”uid
assets should be dispersed over K countries. There are no good or bad
countries for that but only those that 't the purposes of that speci'c
investor and those that do not.

8. zour zlags
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4F6
assets in 1 country

24,406
assets in – countries

1/,206
assets in 3 countries

/,/06
assets in 5 countries or more

9,506
assets in 4 countries

qoll results on the number of countries assets are Hept in

Nearly half of our
respondents keep all
their capital and assets
in a single country

The majority of families
worth $3 to $99 mln
keep their wealth in 1 or
2 countries

Those who keep
it in 3Y4
countries are a
minority

(nly 0PFO7 of respondents follow the zour zlags
concept to the letter

4F6 F1,46 226



Our respondents“ main concern was keeping their capital ?within direct
eyesight.— This is irrational. The opposite logic is more effective: capital
should be spread over countries with different legal regulations- court
procedures- political risks- and economic structures.

Bn addition to cutting down personal effort- capital founders cite ease of
physical access among the reasons for such behavior.

Ee should also remember that country differences mean a great number
of disparities with the ?native— country: applicable law- legal protections-
different taxes on transfer to family members- different rights handover or
asset claim procedures- different powers of attorney- etc.

Iandling it all at the moment when the capital transfer is already underway-
especially in case of an emergency- would likely be impossible. Wo- the
geographic distribution of capital gives extra con'dence that your capital will
be preserved but complicates wealth transfer preparations signi'cantly.

316

(nly 27 of respondents realije that their family will haxe Yust 6 to /
months to claim their assets– in case of an emergencyP -his is a narrow
windowP Iithout knowing the eqact details of the assets– the risk of
getting only the ”lowvhanging fruits8 instead of all the assets you are
entitled to grows signi.cantlyP

up to 31% of all assets are lost on transfer, mostly
due to a lack of information.
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Hase of physical access is also the reason why only a small part of
respondents keep parts of their capital outside their ?native— continent.

(oncentrating passive capital )deposits- real estate- gold- etc.6 in one country is
illogical and has no upsides except for saving a capital founder“s time.
Iowever- saving a relatively small amount of resources translates into a
disproportional increase in risks for capital and assets preservation and their
transfer to the family.

a“   on 1 continent

b“  on 2 continent

c“   on 3 continents

d“  on K continent

e“  on 5 continents

Continent distribution

a“

b“

c“d“e“

0,006
-here are only siq continents– so our
respondents do not keep their assets
in the KntarcticP
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KIC8
Main threats

-he saying «Throwing the baby out
with the bathwater»

1rst used in 525y bT mhopas Murner in his
satirical «oep called Nöarrenbeschw»rung.

9.
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Bn the modern world- that is the case for the YC( )know your client6
procedure that was originally approved internationally and handed down
via national regulators to brokers- local and international banks- other
'nancial institutions- and entities that handle capital and assets.

Bts purpose was to counteract national and international criminal cash
’ows and to minimiSe 'nancial abuses. Generally- to make life harder for
the mob and corrupt of'cials by restricting their money.

/ut as it goes- the cost of those restrictions is borne by all wealth
owners. (onsidering that IQ and NIQ individuals have their affairs in
the biggest disarray- they are burdened with harshest YC( rami'cations
that can be ”uite serious.

A poll of compliance and YC( of'cers revealed that 72.9% of private
transactions of individuals falling under compliance department
restrictions )those departments run YC( in various institutions6 were in
the range of $13K thous. to $K mln. The majority of those transactions
were performed by members of our target audience.

(lients are screened repeatedly: not only when they
become the bank“s clients- but continuously after that.

(ompliance checks are performed by both the
sending and the receiving bank. Bf an international
transaction goes through a correspondent bank- it
runs compliance checks too.

F. YC(: Main threats
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Eithout compliance- payments would be virtually free and instant.
The entire time it takes for the money debited from one account to
be credited to another one is taken up by compliance checks.
/anks do not earn any money from transactions- so it is easier for
any bank in the chain to refuse a transaction that looks even
slightly suspicious than to provide explanations to the regulator.

Many clients are surprised when they learn that all three banks
know not only their B– details but also the place of their residence-
telephone numbers- and other personal data along with ”uite a
detailed 'nancial history.

There are no universal international YC(
rules. They are based on zATz regulations-
while the rest are decided on the level of
national regulators and speci'c 'nancial
institutions.
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Continuity of capital or asset ownershipa“

b“

c“

Legality of origin (often together with
ethics requirements)

Owner’s business reputation and
relationships

a“

b“ c“

KYC

The initial set of KYC rewuirements has three Hey items in it:

7.1 KYC: continuity of oDnership

YC( is a procedure used by almost everyone who handles money & from
banks and brokers to wealth managers and insurance companies. The reason
why they may seem illogical or unnecessarily extensive is almost always
because you have been subject to additional YC( re”uirements.

Proving the legality of origin is relatively straightforward- although not
always easy. Proving continuity of ownership- especially for capital- is much
harder. Cou have to prove that the money the client wants to transfer is the
same money they have earned legally.

Bmagine a human blood circulation system where veins are your capital
’ow channels. The bank should be able to see all the capital ’ows from the
point of their origin. The situation is made even more complicated because
money from different accounts is getting mixed- merged- or split.

Bf you cannot provide the ?markers— that con'rm your capital“s route- the
'nancial institution would- in case of any doubt- refuse the transaction or
cease service to that client. Transactions often get blocked after they have
been initiated.
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Continuity in everything is unpleasant.

Blaise Pascal
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27,5F6
/,476 20,F56

42,5/6

≥ do, and ≥ keep my
ownership continuity
documents

≥ do, and ≥ hope my
agents keep track of
that

≥ learned about it after ≥
encountered this issue.
Now ≥ am keeping the
documents ≥ used to
consider useless

≥ do not know
about the issue

The rest )57.1K%6 say they are aware of the problem.

9.KF% of them say that they are but hope their agents are handling that. That is
unlikely to be true for the following reasons: )16 those answers do not 't with
the othersq )26 but most importantly- agents cannot do that because- in the vast
majority of cases- only the owner of the capital or assets can get that
information from third parties who act as sources of the data. That is why those
hopes are untenable.

2F.87% know about ownership continuity and 'le away the re”uired
documents. 20.78% have already encountered the problem and are now
keeping the documents.

(an we say that 50.95% of owners behave responsibly when it comes to YC(
and ownership continuityU The answer is more a ?Qo— than a ?Ces.—
Ee asked a separate ”uestion to clarify what exactly they have on 'le:
documents on all the key assets- WEBzT and WHPA copies-

?o you HnoD the importance of KYC and oDnership
continuity documentsG

told us directly that they know nothing about SC: and its key elementV
the re3uirement to proxe continuity of ownershipP

42,5/6
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7.2 KYC: operational risHs

/anks screen their clients not only when they open an account but thereafter
too. They do it continuously. Bn the past- banks had to choose one of the two
strategies: )16 opening an account is easy but compliance checks for every
speci'c transaction are hardq )26 the opposite: opening an account is hard- but
every transaction thereafter is easier. Bn the last few years- that distinction
became less noticeable as both stages tightened up.

Qot only do not the majority of our respondents track their signi'cant YC(4
related risks- but they often neglect the most basic compliance safety measures.

even for transfers between their own accountsU Only K.59% of respondents said
they were doing all that.

Those people- not the 20.78% were the ones that really kept their documents in
order. Bf you do not have those 'les on hand- getting their copies takes 3 to 90
days. Bf you need those copies ”uickly- the chances to do that within the speci'ed
time frame are slim to none.

Eery few know what eqactly they haxe to do in case a bank restricts
their transactionsP BPgP– only %PO97 realije that if their bank re3uests
xeri.cation of a frojen transaction– they will haxe Yust three days to
proxide the documentsP

Bxen less )9P%97“ are aware that things will only get worse if this
re3uirement is not satis.ed on timeP -he deadline is usually eqtended
to 9G days– but the bank asks for more documentsP -he transaction
will still be listed as ”pending8 or ”frojenP8

4ome documents cannot be restored at allP
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Only 2.F8% of respondents know that in some countries if you provide your
second passport- not the one the account is opened for- that will be a serious
offense that entails ?freeSing— conse”uences.

Ehen it comes to YC(4related protection of their capital and assets- the
knowledge that NIQ and IQ individuals possess is patchwork and based
mostly on media- rumors- and bits of personal experience.

A person might be the bank“s highest priority client and still subject to extra
screening. (ompliance checks are performed by both the sending and the
receiving bank. Bf the money goes through a correspondent bank- it runs a
compliance check too. Qot only your bank- but any of them can initiate a check.
J

’n many cases– if you haxe accounts with different
banks opened using different passports–
transactions between them will not be considered
transactions between the same ownerAs accounts–
with all the related SC: re3uirementsP

7/,5F6

are not familiar
with that risk

Uut exen that knowledge is found in only 6/P0/7 of
respondents– by the highest estimatesP3/,9/6

-he xast maYority of the focus group participants )F2P/7“ do not take
any sort of systemic or exen sporadic action to analyje their SC:–
document ownership continuity– minimije the risk of assets freeje– or
prexent some less critical dif.culties in managing their .nancial or
non.nancial assetsP
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7.3 qushing KYC problems to family and children

After a planned or an emergency transfer of capital from the founder to their
families or other successors- the latter cannot just write ?a gift— or something
like that in the ?Wource of capital— 'eld. (onsidering they do not have their own
history for that part of their capital- they will have to undergo the YC(
compliance check using the capital founder“s documents.

As it turns out- about 1;5 of successors realiSe they will have to work twice as
hard on YC( in the future: for themselves and for capital founders- because
they will be the ones to comply with the re”uirement to trace their capital back
to its origin point. /ut they have no practical tools to handle that task without
the capital founder.

(nly GGP1%7 of capital founders are exen aware of the risk of
detailed data lossP

Ie ran a separate poll with the same 3uestion for family capital
successorsP -hey were more aware of the problemP 99POG7
understood that it eqisted and was importantP
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Hnfortunately– only %P07 of all respondents realije that their inaction
only serxes to increase the risk of loss and pushes the problem down
to their families and childrenP 4eeing that their successors haxe no
detailed data– their chances of success are exen lowerP
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K;5 of children do not realiSe that- shortly- they will have to work twice as hard on
YC(: for themselves and for the capital founders- because family assets have to be
traceable back to their origin point.

The problem is not just how not to lose a signi'cant portion of their capital
and assets on transfer- but to transfer them in such a way as to protect them
from the risk of constant compliance checks and freeSes.

Cet we cannot say that founders“ family members realiSe the full scale of the
problem they are expected to face. H. g.- only 22.01% of successors

Bt is a red ’ag for any compliance check- so in the next 5 to 10 years the
family will be explaining the origins of the capital founder“s wealth in detail.

realije that banks )and not only banks“ internally classify gifts–
inheritances– or other forms of capital transfer in the same risk
category as lottery winningsP

(nly G2P0%7 of successors realije that restoring the asset data is
beyond them– because exen the capital founder loses up to G,/ of all
their asset history data each yearP -hat information is dif.cult or
impossible to restoreP

(nly %PG7 of family member respondents are aware that
up to 6G7 of assets are lost ”in transit8 )discounting the
eqtreme cases“– mostly due to the lack of information
re3uiredP
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There is a scenario- that is ”uite widespread- for a client compromising their
own bank or broker account with the money there and having to justify
themselves. A single toxic transaction can threaten all the money in an
account.

/y accepting a payment from a PHP )politically exposed person6- a
sanctioned person- or any other person who raises AM* )Anti Money
*aundering6 or (zT )counter4terrorist 'nancing6 related doubts in the
'nancial institution or the regulator- the client might get a problem ranging
from signi'cant to enormous. Bt might not even be a payment received
directly from such a person but from one of their family members or close
contacts.

Bf any such payment is discovered )with the ?incubation period— being as
long as 12+18 months6- the best4case scenario for the client would be a
long and nerve4wracking audit. The worst4case scenario is freeSing the
account with the money in it. The investigation might take 9 to 12 months.
Hven if everything ends well- the 'nancial institution will- in all likelihood-
offer to discontinue your business relationship with them. /anks share
information- so the client will be blacklisted for a long time in the eyes of
other 'nancial institutions.

The opposite case- with the client making payments to a person like that-
will also entail problems. One of our focus group participants gave us an
example: a summer villa rent payment worth $120 thous. caused the
tenant“s account to be froSen 9 months later. The villa owner“s nephew was
a PHP involved in corrupt transactions in another country.

The focus group demonstrated that the problem was not even on our
respondents“ radars.

7.4 Accidental toPicity and observation

When driving, look at others, not only yourself.

Wurvival rule
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Ies No

21,306

F5,F06

Ies No

7,406

70,/06

As those results show- respondents“ risk level assessments for the two types
of payments are ”uite different. That is a misconception because 'nancial
institutions make no distinction between incoming and outgoing payments.

Of course- it would be paranoid to check all your friends and payers. A better
way forward is reasonable prudence and possession of the full dossier of your
capital and assets- all 'nancial documents- the proof of legality- the proof of
ownership continuity- and a WoEH. The best way is to regularly update your
banks about the contents of all those documents.

And you will have to do that- because in the modern world- thanks to zATz-
the presumption of innocence no longer works when it comes to assets.

$10 thous. worth of toxic money sent to an account with $1 mln in it- will
cause an in4depth compliance check for all that money- asking to restore the
entire ownership history and con'rm all the money sources. Bf the processor
identi'es a suspicious transaction- the events will move fast.

Nave you thought about the risHs associated Dith:

outgoing paymentsincoming payments
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Often- 'nancial institutions ask to provide them with account histories- letters
of recommendation- copies of money transfers- proof of ownership continuity-
or other data arrays.

Cou can only do that on time if you ef'ciently 'le away information that does
not seem important right until the moment you need it on a short notice. The
timeline for a bank in”uiry- for instance- is usually a few days.

7.9The last Darning

In the end, we only regret the
chances we did not take.

Lewis Carroll

often, ≥ do it
myself

F,F36 9,496

40,226

1F,516

not oftenoften, ≥ let
professionals

answer inquiries

rarely, ≥ do it all by
hand

NoD often do you face a situation Dhen you urgently need
the information you do not have on hand and Dould have
trouble gettingG

of all respondents admit they haxe little eqperience
handling those mattersP52,176
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17.81% say they do it all themselves. That is surprising because 88.KF%
answered to one of the ”uestions that they kept their accounts on their own.

Bn focus groups- the information 'ling ”uality ”uestion was one of the 'rst we
asked- and we repeated it in the end. Bn the beginning- the vast majority of
respondents were optimistic about the ”uality of their key information 'lings.
/y the end of their interviews- having contemplated details and global risks to
their family“s wealth- they gave dramatically different answers.

NoD Dell is your document 8ling process set upG

At the beginning of the interview At the end of the interview

Excellent

1F,26
3,46

Good

35,56

7,96

32,/6

21,F6
11,46

/9,46

Satisfactory Poor

of respondents say their key informationvkeeping process
is performed satisfactorily or poorlyP5F,106

The majority of respondents were ’ippant about the meaning of the term
?'ling—q they thought it would be enough to keep some fragmentary info
about the origin of their capital and assets. /ut thorough 'ling is a
painstaking process.
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You should have on hand:

*etters of recommendation from banks- brokers- or other 'nancial
institutionsq those letters should be six months old at most

1- 3- and 104year cash ’ow statements for all your accounts.
*ists of accounts with exact opening dates.

Rationales for all large account receipts.

–etails on the companies that paid your dividends.

Wimilar data for other large earnings )investments- bonds- etc.6.

WoEHs- updated regularly.

To clarify what ?good 'ling— means- we asked the focus group
participants and bank compliance of'cers to answer that ”uestion at
the same time. The 'rst ”uestion was easy enough: how big a 'le
should a person keep on themselves to feel relatively con'dent in
their interactions with 'nancial institutionsU The unit of measure we
chose was simple: a page of text )approximate number of6.

After collecting the answers- we realiSed that the perception gap
between our target audience“s opinions and the opinions of those
who evaluated them on the other side was too wide. There was no
need for any additional ”uestions to clarify their positions because
those positions were dramatically different. That was why we
stopped interviewing our focus groups on that issue.
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Ee may assume that- because 'nancial institutions are more
powerful- in the next 1 or 2 years owners of capitals in the
$3+$15+$FF mln range will have to review their outlook of ”uality-
”uantity- and fre”uency of their 'ling when it comes to their capital
and assets history and current status. The focus will be on ”uality-
”uantity and regularity of asset information submission. /y then-
some of the capital founders“ historical data will be lost.

Iood 8ling is...

zile
-arget audienceAs
opinion
)number of pages“

Excellent All right

Trofessional
opinion
)number of pages“

:onse3uences

≤1000
z2000
-10
000

Iou can be con:dent in
your interactions with
:nancial institutions, but
some operational issues
are possible

Good ≤750 z5000

After some trials and
tribulations, you have a
chance to defend your
interests against the
bank. Negative
consequences are
possible

Satisfactory ≤500 z3000

No commentsCritical ≤10 z100

The client is likely not
only to be at risk but they
will be in an unenviable
position should that risk
materialiUe

«nsatisfactory ≤500 z500
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No presumption of innocence

May the Force be with you.

WStar »ars —

10.
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Womeday- a bank can take a unilateral decision to restrict a
client“s access to their capital and assets. Of'cially- they would
still be their property- but they would have no way to use
them. Presumption of innocenceU zorget about itq it was
canceled by zATz. Cour capital earned through years of hard
work does not really belong to you.

A bank can restrict a client“s operations at any time- citing just
a ?reasonable doubt— that their compliance department
of'cers might have.

Bt is not up to the bank or the regulator to prove that your capital is criminal in
origin. Bt is you who has to prove the absence of criminality. A bank- a broker- or
any other 'nancial agent can freeSe your transaction or even your entire account
at any time. Then the client has to prove that their assets and capital are legal
and that their ownership continuity is unbroken.

The client has to restore lots of documents and provide them to the bank which-
in turn- does not even have to present an exhaustive list of documents they
need. The client will supply them with more and more data- and it is far from a
given that the bank will eventually be satis'ed.

’n almost exery country– compliance serxices are directly subordinate
to the national regulator– not to their .nancial institutionAs
managementP Cour account manager will not be able to help youP Bxen
if you are their best clientP

10. Qo presumption of innocence
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heard about such problems or faced
them in some way.

link that problem to the more
complex ones ō KIC and :ling
consistency

said they had a good idea about
how to minimiUe those risks.

526

1F6

276

Cou do not just turn around and say: ?All right- give me my money back- B am
going to get it to another bank.— They could just freeSe it and not release them
to any other accounts- even those which are also yours.

Bt is up to the client to prove their money“s legality. Cou have to
prove it ”uickly- before the situation becomes worse and the
bank“s re”uirements grow. That is why so much attention
should be paid to YC(- documents on hand- WoEH- ownership
continuity proof- and other aspects.

Proving legality in a short time and under stress would be
extremely challenging even for the capital founder if they have
not taken care of it in advance.
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Crypto assets8 continuity
of ownership

If you do not know where you
are, you become unnecessarily

mistrustful.

I;ko Tawada

11.
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Ownership continuity in cryptocurrency operations is something we should
discuss separately. Although details of that sort were outside of the scope of
our research- statistics say

Traditional banks- brokers- other 'nancial institutions see things differently from
you. And they are the ones who verify ownership continuity.

(lean and legal capital diverts into a parallel reality. That transaction is 'nite.
(apital returns from the crypto reality to 'at: another 'nite transaction. They
are not connected in any way. Cou lose the ownership history advantage.
According to crypto payment companies-

Cou can trace ownership continuity through crypto assets if you have taken care
of that beforehand. Nsually- though- people start thinking about it only later
when restoring ownership continuity re”uires colossal effort

-he following formula holds trueV ”Cou can easily and legally conxert
your capital to crypto and make a transferP :onxerting back from
crypto to .at is harderP Bnsuring traceability of ownership continuity is
harder stillP8

any moxe from crypto to .at and back means breaking continuity of
ownership in 1G7 of casesP

(nly 27 of customers show interest in this before proceeding with the
transactionP

That problem is only relevant to algorithmic cryptocurrencies )/itcoin-
Hthereum- and others6. –igital 'nancial assets pegged to physical commodities
)tokens for commodities- materials- securities- etc.6 have traceability as a native
option. Iowever- as we have mentioned above- families worth up to $100 mln
prefer algorithmic cryptocurrencies to tokens )K.32% versus 0.92%6.

11. (rypto assets: continuity of ownership
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know that ownership of
cryptocurrencies will not
be restored once lost

are nonchalant about
storing assets of that
type

Uasic general knowledge of crypto assets is not one of our target
audienceAs stronger suitsP

Our respondents are too hopeful when they think cryptocurrencies cannot
be froSen for reasons relevant to the 'at reality. This is not true. Bf you read
the cryptocurrency issuer declaration carefully- you will see our well4known
old reality. H. g.- an issuer of NW–T )crypto dollar6 can blacklist you and
freeSe your transactions for any period as well as seiSe your money.

(entraliSed crypto exchanges )which are- like /inance- not exchanges at all
in the traditional sense6 are depositories for their clients“ assets and will take
those assets down with them in case of any adverse events. Iere lies their
primary difference from both decentraliSed crypto exchanges and traditional
ones. (rypto exchanges have long since introduced their compliance and
YC( protocols and are 'ne4tuning them as we speak.

(rypto assets have many advantages. /ut their users often attribute them
even to those they lack.

(nly 1P617 of respondents know that 96P27 of crypto assets )Uitcoin–
Bthereum– etcP“ haxe no identi.ed ownersP

5F,156

12,526
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So»E
(Source of »ealth Essay)

You never get a second chance to
make a )rst impression.

Coco Chanel

1–.
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(oco (hanel de'nitely knew a lot about hoisting your opinions on people.
Ehen it comes to personal wealth- all capital and asset owners depend on
third parties: banks- brokers- lawyers- insurance agents- other entities & small
or large & that safeguard their capital and ensure it is transferred to their
families and successors. That dependency is an informational one. All the
wealth data come from external sources.

The Wource of Eealth Hssay was a key issue within our study. Bt is also
sometimes called the Wource of zunds Memorandum.

There is only one instrument that is wholly under the capital owner“s control.
Bts impact on the point of view from which all capital and assets data will be
perceived is indispensable. That makes the behavior of the majority of capital
founders who neglect that document even less logical.

4oIB is a characterijation of sources and a chronological description
of family wealth with spotlights on the key aspects and the most
controxersial dataP ’t is signed by the capital founderP 4ometimes their
spouse or someone else witnesses itP K 4oIB is drafted in the capital
founderAs natixe language and in BnglishP ’t is recommended to also
prepare 4oIB in the language of the countries which passports–
residence permits your family members haxe and where you keep
your .nancial or other assetsP

12. WoEH
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The part WoEHs play in the 'nancial world is growing. !ust a couple of
years ago only NIQ individuals were re”uired to submit them. Qow-
increasingly often- the rest are- too.

(onsidering WoEHs“ importance- we studied attitudes toward that
instrument through focus groups and interviews. A similar ”uestion was
included in different polls we offered to capital founders and their
successors.

The results show that capital founders underestimate that instrument
most of all. Bn practice- though- it is foundational. Bt marks the beginning
and the end of capital founders“ wealth assessments by any persons
involved in the preservation of their capital or assets. On initial contact
and if there are any issues thereafter- the WoEH is the 'rst thing banks-
brokers- realtors- etc. bring up.

The essay is the only document where the founder can retell their capital“s
history- emphasiSing the details they want and covering up things they deem
secondary. Bt is the only document they write personally- all the rest comes
from external sources )contracts- extracts- receipt copies- letters of
recommendation6.

Iowever- F2% of respondents pass up on the opportunity to present their
position through a WoEH. The banking industry is drifting away from the
presumption of innocence- so it is up to the client to prove the legality of their

5,F96

/F6

31,026

SoWE importance to respondents

b“

c“

a“
Acknowledge the importance
of So»Ea;

b;

c;

Treat it as just another document

Do not have it or see it as
insigni:cant
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operations- not up to the bank to prove the opposite. Bn this context-
a behavior like that is reckless at best.

Only 9.10% of all respondents have WoEHs. That is not many at all. Trying to
access the ”uality of those documents via personal interviews- we discovered
that everyone understood their contents differently. zt is better not to have a
SoWE at all than to have a bad one that you present to the Dorld.

To make our 'nal judgment- we interviewed bankers and some other
'nanciers. Bn their opinion- only one in every seven or eight WoEHs is drawn
up competently- while the rest just raise suspicion in those who read them.

K 4oIB is your personal presentation among those who are in charge
of preserxing and moxing your moneyP Cour positioning starts with the
4oIB and ends with itP

≥ do not, but it is a good idea and
≥ should look into it

a“

b“

c“

≥ do

≥ do not, and ≥ do not intend to?
≥ will leave it to my successors

?o you have a SoWEG Roundersk position

/,106

19,706

956

a“ b“ c“

of MN and HMN indixiduals haxe 4oIBs that inspire trust and work
toward the capital founderAs positioningP

0,76
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/ut 15.F% of respondents gave a curious answer. They said they did not
have such a document- did not plan to develop it- and would let their
successors sort it out. Bnitially- we included that ”uestion in our polls only to
get ?Ces— or ?Qo— answers that would be more precise. Ee did not expect
one in every seven respondents to choose that ?laSy— option.

Bn practice- that means that successors have to concern themselves with that
issue now- while the capital founder is still at the helm and capable of
providing them with all the information they will need for their WoEH. That
information will be nearly impossible to 'nd later. That leads to the issue of
WoEH“s importance for capital and assets successors.

After claiming their right to capital and assets- the successor of yesterday
becomes the leader. Bt is now their turn to take care of the family“s capital and
assets. Iowever- they are a novice in the 'nancial market because they were
not the ones the capital originated from. /anks deal with money 'rst and
people second. That is why they are still going to be interested in the capital“s
origin and formation history from the beginning- not from the moment the
new leader came into possession of it.

12.1 zmportance of SoWE for successors

The throne shall never be emptyE the country shall never
be without a monarch.

Royal Council of England on declaring Edward ≥ King of England.
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16P17 of respondents answered that they had no 4oIBs at the time
of the pollP Kt the same time– 2F7 admitted that they had to draft
such a documentP
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The new ?king— will have to explain their family capital“s history- not so much
for themselves as de facto for their predecessor. Bf the answer is ?B do not
know-— that would not cut them any slack but would cause suspicion in
everyone dealing with the family“s 'nancial and non'nancial assets: brokers-
banks- realtors- funds- etc.

Hven capital founders have information on their capital“s current status and key
details in a truncated form. Past data look even worse. /ut the capital founder
can at least try to remember or retrieve the lost details.

There is no such option for the new ?king.— zor the next 5 to 10 years )until they
accumulate their own history of capital and asset ownership6- they will have to
use their predecessor“s WoEH. The state it is in today determines the level of
problems the successor will have to face tomorrow.

That touchy issue exacerbates if the capital founder has multiple successors. Bf
that is the case- they will all have to use the same WoEH and 'gure out which
part of the family capital each of them is in charge of now. The situation does
not improve if the entirety )or the majority6 of the family capital is entrusted to
a fund or a similar institution- with each of the founder“s family members being
a bene'ciary.

Bn that context- the answers given by capital successors to the same ”uestion
)?–o you have a WoEHU—6 in a separate poll are of some interest.

?o you have a SoWEG Successorsk position

34,36

/,56

956
≥ do not, but it is a good idea
and ≥ should look into it

b“

c“

a“

a“ b“ c“

≥ do

≥ do not, and ≥ do not intend to? ≥
will leave it to my successors
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Qotably-

only /PGO7 of capital founders haxe 4oIBsP Mowexer– their
successors )6%P67 of respondents in that group“ oxerestimate them
almost /vfold thinking that they do haxe such a documentP

/,106

19,76founders /,56successors

Kt the same time– successors demonstrate interest and consider
4oIBs not their problem 9P0 times less often than foundersP

zoundersA position 4uccessorsA position

/,106

19,706

F56

34,306

/,506

956≥ do not, but it is a good idea
and ≥ should look into it

≥ do

≥ do not, and ≥ do not intend to? ≥
will leave it to my successors

?o you have a SoWEG Capital founder(successor comparison

On top of that- 58.7% of successors )vs. 78% of founders6 believe they
should start working on a WoEH. Iowever- it is highly unlikely they will be
able to do that without capital founders“ involvement. The tools they have
at their disposal are mainly the pressure they put on founders and the help
they provide.
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There may also be inconsistencies between the full WoEH version and its
abridged summary. Wome items capital founder considered unimportant and
did not include in the summary- could be seen by the bank in a completely
different light.

Bf discrepancies like that come to light- information and the client who
submitted it are tagged as re”uiring extra attention. (onse”uences could be
unpredictable: from a re”uest for more information to a comprehensive review.

12.2 SoWE: spot 10 differences

Averyone makes mistakes. That is why
pencils have erasers.

The Simpsons

Ehether the capital founder wants it or not- they have a master version
of the WoEH- some basic draft they make adjustments to depending on
the addressee“s speci'cs and the communication context.

Iowever- F3.10% of focus group participants gave negative responses
when asked if they kept track of which version was sent to which
addressee. zor example- if they submitted the full or the abridged
version. Bn most cases- only the master version was kept.

zinancial institutions not only increasingly re”uire WoEHs- but they also
do it repeatedly- at certain intervals. Often- there are discrepancies
between WoEHs submitted to the same institution.
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»inning bet8 documents
or informationH

Once you have missed the )rst buttonhole, you
will never manage to button up.

Johann »olfgang von Goethe

13.
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The fundamental misconception that could largely de'ne a family capital
survival or loss is that our target audiences are focused on keeping documents
for their assets.

/ut that steam engine era approach is largely ineffective in the modern age. Bn
truth- it has been largely irrelevant by the late 20th century.

All successful transfers of wealth from founders to their families- both planned
and emergency ones- were centered around keeping information and passing it
on to successors instead of a heap of dusty papers that are mostly out4of4date.

Current and up-to-date asset
information is Day more
important than static legal
documents.

Bf you have the data- claiming assets is
just a technicality. Eithout them- any
action you take will be like looking for a
treasure using an encrypted map that
the one who drew it later corrected
only they knew how.

Ie interxiewed oxer 6O capital transfer professionals from 2
countriesP -he maYority )1O7“ told us that the problem was not how to
make successors claim their assetsP

13. Einning bet: documents or informationU
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The heart of the matter is getting the information on which assets to claim-
where are they- and what is their current status. That is true not only for real
estate but for bank accounts- deposit boxes- broker accounts- etc.

Professionals emphasiSed the importance of information )although handling
documents is their job6. –uring a focus group- we asked wealth owners and
their family members the same ”uestion. Their answers were nearly
completely opposite.

Our target audience members are bad at organiSing document 'ling- keeping-
and controlling. Our statistics demonstrate that the document4based approach is
demonstrably several4fold less effective compared to the information4based one.

of respondents minimiUed
the importance of
information

of respondents
emphasiUed the
importance of information

576
116

30
Capital transfer
professionals

706

Are sure that the problem is not
how to make successors claim
their assets

F
Countries
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/ut even if some capital founders are fans of the document4based
approach- they should have set it up at a ”ualitatively better level
compared to what they demonstrated to us. Then they could at least
expect some minimal effect.

The fundamental misconception that could largely de'ne a family capital
survival or loss is that our target audiences are focused on keeping
documents for their assets.

Current and up-to-date asset information is way
more important than static legal documents.
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≥nformation and details

The habitually punctual make all their
mistakes right on time.

Laurence J. Peter

14.
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Our concept of information to be transferred to successors has another
inherent key risk.

(laiming ownership is almost impossible if you just know that your family
has an account with this or that broker. Ynowing you have a metal account in
that bank is also useless. The same is true for every class of assets.

Otherwise- you will be looking at multiple court actions in multiple
jurisdictions- with unclear timelines and outcomes. And that is only if you
have at least some information on the asset you want to go to court about.

All the more so because of the paradox we have already established: in an
attempt to secure their wealth by selecting only the most li”uid assets to
invest in- families worth up to $100 mln invest in the assets for which the
risk of unsuccessful transfer is the highest.

$eneral information is not enough; you need details on each assetP (n
axerage– to pass down information on any asset smoothly and without
issue– you haxe to proxide GO to 99 different details on that assetP
4ometimes– exen moreP

BP gP– only /P9/7 of respondents haxe studied the regulations of the
brokers they haxe accounts withP -hey know that both local and top
global brokers haxe legal grounds to not exen answer their familyAs
in3uiriesP Luch less start the ownership transfer procedure– if you do
not proxide them with multiple detailsV the broker account number– the
contract number and date– the details of the group entity that has
signed the brokerage contractP -he last is not easy at all– because
some of them haxe anywhere from 6O to 90O licensed and
sublicensed legal entitiesP Bspecially if the contract is signed onlineP

1K. Bnformation or details
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Ee included a set of ”uestions in our research to facilitate clari'cation
of our target audience“s attitude to the main myth that determines
wealth loss on planned or emergency transfers. The results were
discouraging.

?o you realiLe that asset information is Day
more important than legal documentsG

27,446 90,516 17,F96

≥ keep that
information on :le ≥ have not concerned myself with that question before

≥ hope that
professionals are
:ling that information

(xer 9,6 of respondents )2OP0/7“ are not concerned with the
problem at allP Uut it is a key problemP

G

9

6
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The rest )27.446x say they keep records of that information.
/ut the rest of their answers make it obvious that the methods
they use to do that are very dubious due to their low ef'ciencyq
information is virtually never updated. Access of third persons
& mostly children and family members & to that information
is severely limited- making prior actions all but useless.

Harly on in human history- you could only own something you
could physically hold. –ocuments were either absent or
meaningless.

*ater on- you could hand down property you had documents
forq physical ownership did not matter and information was
worthless. Qow you can only pass on assets and capital you
have information on. And that information must be exhaustive.

/esides- capital founders are not able to review the ”uality of their work and
make virtually no attempts to do that. Bt is also worth remembering that a big
part of that work simply cannot be outsourced. Agents by proxy cannot submit
or receive information independentlyq they can only do that through the capital
founder or their family members.
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G1P207 of respondents are de facto kicking the problem down to
professionalsP Uut as the analysis below shows– the latter do not feel
responsible for the capital transfer being successfulP
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≥nformation on assets
and capital

1s we put everything off, life passes us by.

Seneca, Ancient Roman philosopher

15.
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zounders of families worth up to $100 mln are so busy with
arranging operational cash ’ows that they put capital retention
issues off. Their future problems are brought in by today“s ’ippant
attitude toward accumulating and processing information on their
assets.

Results say that effective set4ups are nowhere to be found. Wecurity of the
storage methods is also a matter of grave concern.

24,5/6

24,326

17,546

15,036

9,3/6

4,726

2,/56

G

9 6

%

0
/2

15. Bnformation on assets and capital
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The Hey purposes of asset information 8lings are:

’n the right place

Kt the right time

)a family member or a relatixe–
for instance“

-he right person

information on assets– as it was
left by the founder

Kccess to upvtovdate

or start the process of claiming
that asset

Hses the asset



Almost 1;5 of respondents )1F.8K%6 use the most old4school method
possible: just a box in a cabinet where all or a part of their documents are
stored. Those are usually basic documents: contracts- etc. They do not say
a lot about the real siSe or the state of speci'c assets and will not be of
much help in case of the wealth transfer.

Another 18.03% of respondents have their information in an Hxcel
spreadsheet or as a text on paper. Iow up4to4date is the information on
that paper and how safely it is stored & are both open ”uestions.

2K.32% of our target audience store their information haphaSardly and
randomly. 5.39% keep their information partly at a proxy agent“s and
partly at home. K.F2% have delegated that task to their spouse and feel
no interest beyond that.

Only 2.98% chose some other storage option.

2K.89% of respondents show some signs of digitaliSation by using a
cloud storage. The market offers no specialiSed digital services for
recording personal assets and capital data to transfer it to successors.
Presently- the cloud storage option is not a lot more effective compared to
paper storage.

Ehen we asked focus groups for clari'cations- we found out that in F9%
of cases they mean traditional cloud storage )the other K% could not
answer that ”uestion6. 80% of those gave a negative answer when asked
if someone else had access to that information in order to update or use it.
Nsing a cloud storage does not mean that the information in it is up4to4
date. Qo one but the founder has access to it- so it cannot prevent capital
or access from being lost on transfer from the founder to another person.

Any method of family wealth information management that does not meet
those criteria should be considered risky and ineffective.
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We asHed Dealth transfer ePperts to offer their assessment
of the ePtent to Dhich the tools used by our respondents:

Qone of the options offer even relative con'dence when it comes to achieving
our objective: to protect capital and assets and ensure their full transfer.
Qaturally- in some cases- those tools can work and lead to the desired results-
but that would re”uire abnormal effort and excessive use of resources.

Iaving spent hundreds of thousands of hours building their wealth- they have
extensive business experience- but their experience in structuring their wealth
for transfer is limited to a hundred hours at most. Bt is an issue of personal
competencies.

ziling
completeness 4torage security -ransfer safety

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Box with documents

“ard-copy spreadsheet

Cloud storage

Storage at proxies’

Another family member

Combination

EPpert assessments

enable complete
'ling of all assetsq

are secure storage
toolsq

ensure the safe transfer
of capital and assets to
family or successors in
case of a need for that-
planned or otherwise.
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-herefore– the chances of successful capital transfer are lowP -he
problem is not that capital founders do not want results; they Yust do
not know how to get themP
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Iuman psychology makes any person want to put off doing unfamiliar or
incomprehensible things. That is why the Wcarlett O“Iara effect )?B will think
about this tomorrow—6 serves as the foundation for capital transfer risks that can
materialiSe in the distant or immediate future.

Bn supplementary interviews- respondents pointed out the following
psychological and managerial problems that caused them to put off structuring
their capital and keeping it ready.

:apital
founder

Uanks

Urokers

zamily of.cesTroqies

$oxernment

?awyers

Nigh intensity of information &oD and deep founder involvement

19.1  The Scarlett effect

«I will think about this tomorrow»

Scarlett O’“ara, Gone with the »ind
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Bt would be a mistake to think that if you surround yourself with aides and
market actors- you can set up direct information exchanges between them.
The wealth founder is the data ’ow focal point. Cou cannot bypass them. Cou
only can optimiSe their personal resource spending while making that
spending more productive.

*ack of skills that help make a distinction between operating asset data )can be
discarded6 and strategic asset data )should be kept and managed6.

Transfer of wealth only happens once. zounders often do not know if it is going to
be a planned or an emergency one. Wo they cannot ac”uire any experience in that
'eld- do something- and later correct it if it turns out to be a mistake.

;acH of sHills to handle information of that Hind.

Multiple information inception and input points.  ariety of information and of
update periods for different kinds of data. A pressing issue: third4party sources
do not provide information automatically- you have to re”uest it and approve
its reception. This work cannot be delegated. Attempts to do that lead to
ac”uiring aides- but the founder still remains responsible for a big part of
content and communications. Hven if family members or various proxy agents
get involved )lawyers- family of'ces- others6- the founder often still remains the
person authoriSed by 'nancial institutions- so communication ’ows mostly go
through them.
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None of them can eqchange any information bypassing the
capital founderP Bxerything has to go through themP ’nformation–
data– documents– exerythingP -hey are dispatchers– the Dight
control chief engineersP
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There is operational trust toward family of'ces- lawyers- and other personal
proxies- but still no strategic trust. Hspecially in the world )and that includes
respectable countries6 where fraud statistics now show a sharply growing
number of abuses brought in by capital founder“s retirement- especially if it is
unplanned.

The market infrastructure )banks- advisors- family of'ces6 has been built to
handle operational and investment issues and does not offer any substantial
long4term services like storing capital information and transferring it to the
family. Those market actors who do are not trustworthy.

;acH of trusted third-party infrastructure.

The problem is impossible to solve without family members“ involvement. The
risk of internal con’ict brought in by erroneous actions that are ”uite probable
early on because of the capital founder“s inexperience. A need to maintain
family communication and lack of ways to separate important information from
less important.

’isH to family relationships.

Bt is hard to cut down on the number of third parties involved. Bf you take
proactive measures to prepare your capital for a planned or an emergency
transfer- you will only see their numbers grow. Qo digital assistants at the
market. All existing software programs and applications mimic independent
ones. Their main goal is to funnel the client to the relevant of’ine service: a family
of'ce or a managing company.

;ots of involved third parties.

-hat is the opinion of people used to handling great arrays of information
daily– thinking globally and outside the boq– taking important decisions–
assuming responsibility for themP Bxen such people think the task of keeping
their estate ready for transfer is too dauntingP 4o– naturally– they are putting it
offP
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On the other hand- if only 1F% are concerned with information updates- then
why transfer outdated informationU

Only 13% are concerned with information ac”uisition as such.

zt is reasonable to be more concerned about information transfer. That is
the part of a transfer they Dill not be able to correct

Which of the four stages in the Dealth preservation and transfer
information management process is the most stressful for youG

GP

9P

%P

6P

136

176

256

406

Bf you go through our analysis of answers to other ”uestions- you will see that
the problem cannot be solved without the wealth founder“s involvement or their
cooperation with their family or the key successor.

Ehen we asked which of the four stages in the wealth preservation and transfer
information management process was the most stressful for them- answers in
focus groups were spread out as follows.

(n the one hand– the position of /F7 of respondents worried about
information storage and secure transfer is understandableP

/56
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(onsidering that information on capital and assets is more important in the
modern world than legal documents- the obvious ”uestion is how con'dent
our respondents feel about completeness and the current status of
information on their assets.

Assets are not staticq they update constantly and re”uire regular attention. Qo
one would drive a car that did not pass a scheduled technical inspection. Hven
if it looks 'ne- the car service will have some news for you.

NoD concerned are you about the completeness and current
status of information on your assets and capitalG

a little concerned

33,/56

12,596

39,746

1F,936

concerned mostly con:dent, although
there are still things to

improve and adjust

absolutely
con:dent

O

90

0O

if they get it Drong. %ost respondents understand hoD important their tasH is,
but its complePity and their lacH of sHills to solve the problem frustrate them.

19.2  AnPiety and inaction

«Many a false step was made by standing still.»

Thomas Robert Dewar, whiskey producer

(nly 75,3%2 of respondents feel con.dent about their affairsP
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Bn reality- however- as statistics show- they either do nothing about it or their
efforts are ”uite chaotic.

They rarely result in capital founders really doing something that would get
them the desired results.

Bn most cases- they just push responsibility down to their family members
)usually the spouse or the eldest child6 or hire some professionals who- of
course- can give valuable advice and support- but cannot do the lion“s share of
the work in the capital founder“s place.

AnalySing answers to other ”uestions- we see that their chosen way of 'ling
and keeping capital and assets information will be of no help at the moment of
a planned- much less emergency- capital transfer. A box full of papers in a
cabinet- a paper spreadsheet- cloud documents- keeping part of your papers at a
lawyer“s- and other similar methods are clearly not about keeping asset
information complete or up4to4date.

Hven if we assume that handing the asset data updates over to the spouse or
children is a reliable method- that would hardly improve the situation. F2.K% of
respondents are still using ineffective methods of updating data. The
misconception shared by many wealth founders is that actions like that are a
trust4based response to challenges but hardly a security4based one.

12P697 of respondents use incorrect ways of asset data updatingP

(nly G2P067 of respondents are con.dent about their affairsP -he rest
)F9P%27“ are worried to a greater or lesser eqtent about the
completeness and current status of their capital and assets
informationP -hat is a good starting point for putting your affairs in
orderP
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Ee cross4checked the data and the conclusions presented below by asking a
clarifying ”uestion: ?Iow often do respondents review their assets so as to
know their current statusU—

Hveryone likes to watch their achievements )assets6- especially when they are
growing. /ut is watching making you think about something or do something
tangibleU zind a document- contact a bank- or do something else.

Wcrooge Mc–uck- the main character in –isney“s –uck Tales- was seen admiring his
money in every episode“s intro. That is not reviewing & it is self4deception.

19.3  The Scrooge %c?ucH syndrome

«To love oneself is the beginning
of a lifelong romance.»

Oscar »ilde

Lonthly

O

90

0O 4F,3/6

22,326 15,016
12,306

3uarterly biannually annually

Ihen we compare the data– we discoxer that not only F9P%27 of
respondents haxe a good cause to worry– but that the con.dence the
remaining G2P067 feel is not Yusti.edP

-alking about real rexiews followed by updates and done by %2P6/7
of respondents– why do only G2P067 of them feel con.dent about the
state of their affairsR
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A total of 30.31% of respondents review their data every 9 or 12 months. /ut
this is not updating in the full sense of the word- because one will not be able to
get many third4party documents- or it will be disproportionally hard to get them.
Hspecially if you do it once a year )18.01%6. Rather than keeping paperwork
updated- that is mostly just noting the absence of data.

–espite what nearly half of our respondents )K7.39%6 say- it is really not
possible to review and update all documents every month. Bt is not just about
noting whether some documents are there or not- but it includes updates-
in”uiries to third parties )banks- brokers- others6- clari'cations- and reception of
documents for various assets.

Bt is a labor4intensive process with no automation in sight. Personal wealth
management hardly made any progress compared to a century ago.

/1P/F7 of MN and HMN indixiduals analyje their assets and capital
once in 6 months or more oftenP 6OP6G7 do it once in exery / or G9
monthsP

Ehich fre”uency is the bestU Our analysis reveals that all answers given are
wrong to varying degrees. The only correct option is to do it continuously.

(apital founders and their families should have their sensibilities attuned to do
it every day. Ehen driving- we do not steer away from other cars on
Eednesdays or consult GPW only on Mondays.

/7,/56 30,316

«p to 3 months Biannually

NU j MNU
asset analysis
frewuency
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There is a widespread opinion that assets can survive for a long time without
any contact with their owner. That is a misconception.

Bf sitting in a boat in the middle of a
river- you let go of your oars and
abandon the steering wheel- that
does not mean you stop moving.
The movement continues- whether
you want it or not. Qo steering just
means that the boat will be- best
case- washed up on the bank- or
will just capsiSe with everyone on
board.

That is true both for major issues and for those that seem insigni'cant at 'rst. Bf
you are not in continuous contact with your bank manager- administrator- or
broker- you risk sliding down to a new client status- with all related inspections. Bf
you do not keep WEBzT or WHPA documents- there will come the time when you
are not able to verify your transaction history ”uickly- and in the worst case- your
money will be froSen.

19.4  Treasure map

«Only when the tide goes out do you discover
who has been swimming naked.»

»arren Buffet

?ike exeryone else– our respondents go to medical checkvups– update
their phone software– adxance their professional knowledge– and in
general– try to keep up with the times and follow modern
dexelopmentsP ’n general– they try to be on the up and abreast with the
timesP ’n multiple areas of their lixesP Bqcept for managing their personal
wealth and keeping it ready for transferP
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93.K5% of respondents from af’uent or wealthy families are
singularly bad at 'ling information that is vitally important for
their family“s prosperity: they either do it from time to time or
after the risk has already materialiSed.

Another 11.51% outsource that responsibility to others: their
spouses or trusted professionals. Nsually- that means that there
is no oversight- so in reality- the capital founder has no idea of
what is going on with their assets.

There is also the issue of integration and excessive pressure on
the capital founder. Vuality 'ling by third persons is not easy to
do- because it is the capital owner who is at the heart of all
'nancial communications with third parties- so 'ling is simply not
possible without their proactive involvement.

Riling )archivingx information on assets and changes thereto:
Dho collects and saves information that could be needed
doDn the roadG

35,F26

29,046

29,F36

4,756

/,936

7

4

%

!

3
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Just on time8 too early today,
impossible tomorrow

For only the very young saw life ahead and only the very
old saw life behindE the others between were so busy with

life that they saw nothing.

Ray Bradbury

16.
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Wuppose there came the moment for an emergency capital transfer. As we
say in our poll scenario- the capital founder is stranded at the Wouth Pole.

Cou have to claim ownership of your assets and capital. Eill anyone be
able to sort out all the data without the capital owner“s involvementU And
to the same ”uality and detail standard the owner would have done it-
without losing anythingU zor now- we will disregard the ”uestion of how
well the owner really knows and remembers the history of speci'c assets.

zinding paperwork on the asset- restoring ownership history- sorting out
the technicalities- determining the ownership form. Also you have to
account for possible limitations and the jurisdiction the asset is in. Qot to
mention other small things like different passports various assets might be
registered to.

Only 20.58% think their spouses- children- or advisors will be able to 'gure it
all out. Obviously- the capital founder will have no chance to see how true
that assumption is.

-he dispiriting numbers tell us that 21P%97 of MN and HMN
indixiduals admit it will be impossible to sort all that out for either
their families or professionalsP

Will anyone be able to sort out all the data
Dithout the capital oDnerks involvementG

35,726

12,4F6

22,406

3,2/6

F,236

4,596

4,FF6

/,126

19. !ust on time: too early today- impossible tomorrow
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/ut then- how one can preserve their capital and assets and transfer them to
their familyU zounders have an information monopoly- no reliable transfer
channels- and have not structured the information they intend to transfer.

Their families )spouses and children6 can fully sort the information out in just
15.73% of cases.

That is typical for information asymmetry perpetuated by capital founders. Bt
leads to the same conse”uences as the asymmetry in any other area.
/ut there are another 3K.K0% who believe their family members or advisors
will be able to sort out their assets at least partially. That is- of course- better
than nothing- but signi'cant losses of capital and assets are in the cards.

This peculiar rating of trust
)Dho Dould be able to fully
sort out the affairsx

zor reference– this is in line with global statistics that estimate that– in
297 of cases– capital owners are succeeded by their spouses )2F7 of
capital– net of transfer losses“P

%/PO%7 of respondents told us right away that no one but them
could make heads or tails in all thatP
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places spouses 'rst )12.K7%6q

agents;advisors )not
children6 second )K.85%6q

and children last of the three
)3.29%6.

19. !ust on time: too early today- impossible tomorrow



Bf the capital founder did not take care of their assets
yesterday and did not update that data today- they will
not be able to do anything in case there is a capital
transfer tomorrow- planned or otherwise.

Iow successful their family“s efforts and how large the
share of transferred capital )anywhere between 15%
and 9F%6 would be tomorrow depends on the
founder“s actions today.

-he children– who exentually will haxe to do the heaxy lifting in estate
management– get it secondvhand without some information tags or
dataP -his is a problem that will persist for yearsP
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-herein lies the problemV usually– spouses claim the capital for a short
period of time )6v2 years“– after which whatexer remains of it goes to
the neqt generation of the familyP Uut in the time the capital remains in
the spouseAs hands– the founderAs information pertaining both to
assets themselxes and to the ownership continuity gets well and truly
lostP

Learn More

19. !ust on time: too early today- impossible tomorrow

https://owner.one/ru?utm_source=penguin_analitica&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=page94


≥nformation monopoly

17.

The main and most pressing human issue is
to understand what to do in case of a

shortage of information.

Nassim Taleb
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Maybe the information storage de'ciencies described above
are compensated somehow by ef'cient information sharing
between capital founders- their families- and successorsU After
we analySed answers to this ”uestion- the picture started to
look even more concerning.

Bt is important not only to transfer information to the family but
to do it right on time. Bf the information gets to them too early-
it is far from a given they will be able to use it sensibly-
avoiding con’icts within the family. Bf it comes too late )after
the emergency has already happened6- you might not be able
to do that at all.

17. Bnformation monopoly

a

b

c

a) ≥ do it beforehand

b) there is still time

c) ≥ have not thought about it

NoD timely do you share asset
information Dith your familyG

(apital founders who spent their lives building up family estate are bad at
keeping and updating their assets informationq but as it turns out- their families
do not have even that raw data.

/2P1O7 of respondents do not share any information with their
families and potential successors to their capital and assetsP
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Only the fact that at least 9K.38% understand that there is a problem-
is a source of some optimism.

60P/G7 haxe not exen thought about doing something like thatP
69P917 put it off )the 4carlett effect“P

of capital founders themselxes think it is impossible to make sense
of those dataP

F7,426

32,076
(nly 69PO17 share informationP Mowexer– our research shows that
usefulness of the information proxided by capital founders to their
family members is 3uestionableP (nly G%PFG7 share information that
might be usefulP

/esides- considering the ”uality of information and answers to the ”uestion
which information is being handed over- we can con'dently reduce the
number of respondents who share their information from 32.0F% to 1K.81%.
That is the highest number of people who share information that is worth
something- that will help their family claim capital and assets being
transferred.

Bn that context- we should admit that the con'dence expressed by most
wealth founders in the transfer“s success is unfounded.

Monopoly is great for a monopolist- but not for their successor. Bnformation
monopoly begets information asymmetry.
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4o– that means that F0PG17 of capital founders either do not share
information or share information of insuf.cient 3ualityP

17. Bnformation monopoly



≥nformation asymmetry

12.

Luck smiles on those who are readyj

Arthur »ellesley, Duke of »ellington,
Victor of »aterloo, British Prime Minister
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Multiple markets- like commodities- currencies- 'nance- insurance- IR markets-
are built on information asymmetry. Bn each of them- one of the parties strives
for information dominance because a greater amount of information and
knowledge owned by one of the parties provides that party with extra
marginality.

The difference is that the information dominance of the founder over their
family that harms the family is not what the founder wants. /ut for the most
part- they have very little idea of how to e”ualiSe that information asymmetry.

-he source of most problems encountered when transferring wealth
from its founder to their family and successors can be summed up in
one phraseV ”information asymmetryP8

Information asymmetry is the interaction between two subDects
where one of them knows more about the obDect of their interaction
than the other.

There could be any amount of information on assets and capital- but it is
useless if it does not contain knowledge.

Any information asymmetry results in a failure. The amount of data transferred
is not 100%. The family“s opportunities to claim capital and assets successfully
shrink. The resources needed for even a partial transfer are used inef'ciently-
reducing the transfer base even further. The cost of claiming each asset is sub4
optimal. Wome assets and parts of capital are lost completely.

-he key obYectixe of any capital founder who acts in the interest of
their family is to oxercome the information asymmetryP

18. Bnformation asymmetry
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Ee asked our respondents how proactive they were in eliminating information
asymmetry between them and their family members when it came to their
capital and assets. /oth capital founders and their family members provided
their answers. The amount of the information to be transferred is not the only
important thing. Bt does not provide the whole picture of the problem. The
important thing is what the family members are going to remember.

Lany capital founders tell their loxed ones )spouses– parents– children“
what they own and where– and eqpect them to remember exerythingP
4tatistics say Yust G27 of that information is remembered at mostP
Klthough our tests showed that xalue to be a little higher– 967– the
point remainsP Laybe that was because we exaluated what people
remembered oxer too short a period )up to 2 days“P

7

4

%

F,106

11,2F6

51,/36

Nave you ever run a family test focused on
studying and remembering your assetsG

(n axerage– F out of each GO respondents )FGP/67“
did not exen try to understand the lexel of information
asymmetry and bring it downP

5 out of 10
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Only 7.10% believe that everything was 'ne and made some effort to ensure
that. Those who ?memoriSed some general concepts— )11.27%6 look dubious as
a category. Bn practice- this means they will only be able to reach a part of their
assets. Mostly- those they already know about or those that are most self4
evident. H. g.- the villa where the family lives.

Hven if we treat our analysis less stringently and merge everyone having tested
their family members regardless of how much they memoriSed )18.37%6- that
will be roughly the same share as those who are con'dent that the information
on their assets is complete and up4to4date )17.53%6.

Answering one of the ”uestions above- 20.58% of respondents said that their
spouses- children- or advisors would for sure be able to fully sort out their
assets. That means they will either memoriSe that information )there is only
7.10% of those6 or know where to get it. Meanwhile- polls have already
revealed that very few use reliable methods of information storage and update.

(apital founders“ actions are not much different from that. They do not do it on
purpose- but that does not negate the conse”uences.

19P17 of respondents haxe no idea of what their family members
know or do not know– and how they will act in an emergencyP

’t is like if you stamped your information with -op 4ecret and refused
to transfer it to your family on principle– or transferred it in such a way
that it became impossible to useP
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Map of Columbus8
Can you read itH

19.

We are drowning in information
but starved for knowledge

John Naisbitt, futurologist
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The dispiriting results we have got regarding the ”uality of information
storage and its effective handover to family members in an emergency are
related to the ”uestion of how the few capital founders who share
information successfully- do that.

More data than we think are needed to transfer assets smoothly and with
no issues. Hach asset you own can have up to 20 or 30 )sometimes more6
various key details. Missing any of those makes the transfer of capital to
family members dif'cult or even impossible. Bt is a waste of time to report
that a family member has a policy with this or that insurance company and
an account with this or that broker. Most of the time that does not help
them claim the asset.

Ee clari'ed our respondents“ position using the most widespread example-
a bank account. H. g.- when you tell the family that you have a bank account-
what information on top of that should you provideU

Bf there are just a couple of accounts and all the family
members know about them- then it is easy to handle. /ut
what if there are three- four- 've accounts in different banksU
Those are the cases when there could be problems and
losses of parts of capital on transfer. Wome of them might be
caused by succession regulation differences in different
countries.
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When you share asset information Dith your family,
Dhat ePactly do you transferG

Name of the bank, country, rough
account balance

Account details, bank’s legal
address, branch

Banker or personal account
manager’s contact details

Details of the passport used to open
the account, account opening date,
mail address, and banking contract

≥nformation on people who have
access to the account, how to get
that access, the account history,
receipts for all transfers, documents
that underwent KIC

O 90 0O 20

93,406

12,296

F,FF6

11,FF6

14,516

’mportant client details like declared of.cial residence address in the
country– etcP are generally not transferred at allP BP gP– a bank account
can be opened for a resident )residence permit attached“ or a
nonresidentP -he claim procedure for those will be differentP Bxen a
hired lawyer will haxe dif.culties learning all that because of
con.dentialityP 4o– the succession procedure as a whole can come to a
halt because of that seemingly unimportant detailP
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As we can see- only 1K.81% of respondents share information that is
actually useful. A secure transfer is a transfer of doSens of details on
each speci'c asset to help the family and successors claim their assets
and capital and do it as smoothly as possible. Bt is extremely important
to include not only static information but also dynamic data updated as
of the most recent date.

Cou can say that 06P%O7 only share ”headlinesP8 Losaic thinking is
making its impact on that area as wellP ’t looks a bit like :hristopher
:olumbusA mapV ”4ail somewhere in that direction– you will probably
.nd ’ndia thereP (r KmericaP Cou will see when you get thereP8 Uut no
one could .nd ’ndia using :olumbusA maps later– and :olumbus
himself died in poxertyP

The rest of respondents )31.7F%6 are in the grey Sone. They
clearly understand they should give more details- but do not
know exactly which ones to give. That is another
manifestation of information asymmetry between founders
and their families.
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«navoidable losses or
cost of inactionH

–0.
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0oing nothing is very hard to do. You never
know when you are )nished.

Leslie Nielsen



Wome people learn the price of lacking or incomplete information only after the
fact. Or it is their loved ones who learn that. The asset transfer process involves
many limitations )time- resources6- but information plays a key role there. Iaving
or not having it decides everything.

J

Actions of capital founders are illogical in many ways. Bs information more
important than documentsU Ces- it is- but they keep collecting documents.
Whould the data be up4to4dateU –e'nitely- but they do not do anything to make
it so. May wealth losses on transfer to the family be comparable to the wealth
itselfU Ces- but B will not think about it today. –o B have to cut down the number
of third persons involvedU Ces- but somehow that number is only growing. –o
you know that a transfer of wealth may start as an emergency instead of being
initiated by the founderU Ces- B do- but B do not want to feel sad.

The list goes on and on. On the
Dhole, it says that capital founders
act in illogical Days because

qroblems encountered in the
course of transferring capital
to family or successors are
rooted in:

4o– exeryone understands exerything– but no one does anythingP

Answers to the next ”uestion were ”uite a surprise for our team of analysts. Bt
turned out that capital founders and their families either realiSed from the start
how pertinent the ”uestions they had to answer were- or analySed their current
status in the course of the poll and were able to look at themselves objectively.

20. Nnavoidable losses or cost of inactionU

they lack relevant experience
and knowledgeq

they are too absorbed with the
’ow of current affairs that give
them an illusion of tran”uility.
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capital founders and their family
members having no knowledge in
that areaq

the sporadic and illogical nature of
their actionsq

assets and capital information
being out4of4date.



The ”uestion was: hypothetically speaking- which portion of your assets are
you willing to give up so that your family gets the rest guaranteedU The
”uestion did not have any prede'ned answers. Anyone could give their own
value which we later grouped for convenience.

Ee also eliminated extreme answers )loss of 75+100% of wealth6 from our
analysis- because they were not useful.

7-2K0 respondents answered that ”uestion- and the answers were incredible.
Ee were sure that the total majority would answer ?0.— Ee were completely
wrong.

The numbers tell us that the majority of respondents know full well what the
real chances for their families and successors are to receive capital and assets
if everything remains as is.
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9-792

92,206

NoD much of their assets are respondents prepared to lose
in order to get the rest in their familiesk handsG

Respondents
polled

Share of assets they
do not mind losing

79-432

23,F46

43-392

11,526

39-532

/,/56

53-H92

0,416

H9-7992

1,236

20. Nnavoidable losses or cost of inactionU



They are so worried about getting their capital and assets to their families-
that they are willing to exchange part of their wealth for a guaranteed
transfer of the rest.

zurthermore- another- not insigni'cant part of our respondents feel even
more hopeless about their affairs and chances of successful transfer of their
capital to their families. 9.98% of respondents are prepared to lose 50+75%
of their wealth.

Hxchanging a part of their capital for a guaranteed transfer of the rest is- on
top of everything else- an established behavior pattern for our audience. Cou
pay extra to get rid of an inconvenience. /ut is the price not too exorbitant
hereU Bt is in the millions of dollars. Bs inaction really worth itU

K part of them )96P2%7“ is willing to deliberately lose GO7 to 907 of
their wealthP Knother part )GGPF97“ is okay with losing up to 0O7 of
their capital and assetsP

96P2%7 are
prepared to loseV

GGPF97 are
prepared to loseV

79-432 up to 392
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60P0/7 are
prepared to
loseV
GOW0O7
10-906

-urns out– 60P0/7 of respondents
consider a loss of GOW0O7 of their
wealth a fair price for their inactionP

20. Nnavoidable losses or cost of inactionU



Planned or emergency
transferH

–1.
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8appy families are all alikeE every unhappy
family is unhappy in its own way.

Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina.



To our surprise- the majority of our respondents are well aware that the need
to transfer capital can arise not only due to age- but it can also be brought in
by various emergencies.

All of them are unpleasant and depressing to think about. /ut the feeling of
responsibility for one“s family dominates and pushes an individual to action.

Hven if the capital founder is in good health- transfer preparation and
enactment are so momentous that it is nearly impossible to stop them if
something goes wrong. A planned capital transfer is more prolonged.
Iowever- the amount of data the capital founder has to accumulate and
transfer to their family is the same in both cases.

An unscheduled )emergency6 capital transfer can be caused by multiple
reasons: health concerns- death- legal disability- limitation of rights-
disappearance... The list of emergency factors is long.

The need for an emergency transfer of capital can arise at any moment. The
extent to which the founder“s affairs are in order at the time predicates what
part of the capital is going to be lost )or preserved6 when the capital and the
assets are transferred to other family members.

-ransfer of wealth only happens onceP Cou cannot prepare for it–
launch it– test– stop– adYust– and revlaunch it as an improxed xersionP

21. Planned or emergency transferU
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6PG67 of respondents realije that about 2%P/7 of all asset losses on
capital transfer are suffered by founders and families with a
disposable wealth of 5GP9W5F2 mlnP



Triggers that make capital founders 'nally start doing something to
prepare their capital and assets to be ready for a transfer at any
moment usually are:

Transfer happens only once in the life of every capital
founder. After it starts- whether expectedly or not- there
is no way to correct it. /ut its success is determined not
right before the transfer- but long before it.

Actions of state
regulators?

Family pressure?

An obvious case of trouble in a
family they know?

Third parties’ actions (banks,
partners, others)?

“ealth concerns or age?

Current business
problems?

Economic or political crises.
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Family action

––.

The greatest moments in life are not concerned
with sel)sh achievements but rather with the

things we do for the people we love and esteem.

»alt Disney
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The results of our research say that in most cases heads of families only
leave general data on their assets. That causes cascading problems that
will impact the family life for the foreseeable future.

Weeing that our respondents are stuck at the Wouth Pole with no means to
communicate- why not think about what is going to happen to their families“
lives and 'nancial prosperityU

Uothing Dill change: they will keep getting money, bills will
continue to be paid as always, scholarship money will be
paid on time. My disappearance will have no impact on their
daily or long-term needs.

32,F36

37,F76

2F,476

There Dill be some short-term issues$ my family living
standards will dip momentarily, but not as much as to
become critical. After they use the information ≥ am going to
transfer to them, their standard of living will rise again.

They Dill have problems for a long time, until the family
goes through all the procedures needed to claim the assets
and until they :gure out how much of them they have got (if
there is insuf:cient information, that can take years)

What Dill become of your family if you suddenly disappear from their livesG

As we can see- only 32.73% of all respondents objectively admit
that their families are going to experience problems.

-he remaining /2P9F7 axoid those thoughts and consider unfaxorable
scenarios unlikely or noneqistentP

22. zamily action
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/ut this analysis shows the opposite: those scenarios are more likely to
materialiSe than not.

The optimism expressed by 3F.7F% of respondents is unfounded.
zurthermore- the con'dence demonstrated by 27.KF% of respondents is not
in line with the 17.53% level of their con'dence expressed earlier.

Bndeed- most respondents trust their families- but trust without proper tools
)like up4to4date data provided to the people who need it at the time they
need it6 is not practically useful.

The ?B trust them- but they do not know anything— approach is not effectively
different from the ?B do not trust them- so they do not know anything— one.

Bt was worth checking out if our respondents“ con'dence was based on their
belief in their family“s outlandish competencies able to cancel out problems
that the capital founder created for them through their inaction.

«The family is one of nature’s masterpieces.»

George Santayana, philosopher

22.1  zs family up to the challengeG

of respondents beliexe it was impossible for their families to claim
capital and assets accumulated by the founderP

456
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’t cannot be that despite the founder not keeping track of their
information– not updating it– not sharing their asset information with their
families– it all somehow still sorts itself out in case of an emergencyP
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About a third )2F.52%6 withdraw from the ?capital battle— altogether- admitting
with honesty that their families and successors know nothing about family
assets or capital. They are prepared to live off the funds arranged and given to
them by the capital founder prior to the emergency.

71.K8% of respondents are ready to 'ght. /ut considering the above4described
results of our study- their chances for claiming family assets and capital in full
do not look good. Only 23.81% of respondents give an honest assessment of
their chances in that 'ght- thinking they will be able to get only a certain part of
their wealth.

Please note that 18.K8% of respondents are the few who recogniSe the fact
that information is more important than paperwork.

Ee asked what families would do while the capital founder was unavailable.
After the emotional stress passed and they started sorting out their affairs.
Their future success depends on the founder“s actions now.

What Dill the family do Dhile the capital
founder is unavailableG

They will hire lawyers in order to claim ownership
and lose a part of the wealth, but get hold of the
rest

23,516

27,926
They know nothing about my assets and will be
supported out of the ”rainy day fundZ prepared in
advance

They will hire professionals to :nd assets and
claim ownership

They will attempt to take possession using the list
of assets, but lack of information  will prevent the
procedure from being completed

25,176

15,456
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Third party trust and
involvement

–3.

Those who do not take risks should never
be involved in making decisions

Nassim Taleb, Skin in the Game
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Ee have discovered that one of the key wealth structure issues
faced by capital founders is the issue of trust along the zounder +
zamily vertical lines. /ut horiSontal trust along the zounder +
Third Parties lines is even a greater problem.

The limitation capital founders face when trying to structure their
capital and assets and prepare them for a planned or an
emergency transfer is the fact that there are no algorithms that
would eliminate third parties from the information transfer taking
place between a capital founder and their family members.

One of the reasons capital founders hide a lot of sensible information from
their family members is that along with the latter that information may
become known to too many third persons- making its spread uncontrollable.
These concerns are not unfounded.

/efore analySing the level of trust capital founders feel toward professionals-
we 'rst have to clarify to what extent those professionals in’uence the
assets and wealth of founders and their families. And how informed they
are- professionally.

Ee used focus groups to get more details about the relationship between
capital founders and third4party professionals. Among those who use their
services- anyway.

23. Third party trust and involvement
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9K% of respondents trust their agents with no more than 20% of their asset
knowledge. Only 2% trust a single professional with 80+100% of their asset
knowledge. Only F% inform their hired professionals of a half or a little over a
half of their asset information. Ehich means they either keep track of most of
their assets on their own- or delegate that task to multiple professionals.

Most af’uent and wealthy families have no
single hub for managing data and knowledge
related to their assets and capital.

Ov9O7

/46

9Ov%O7

216

%Ov/O7

76

/OvFO7

46

FOvGOO7

26

qercentage and number of assets one professional
)agent by proPy, family of8ce, otherx HnoDs about.

Respondents Share of assets

Ov9O7

26

9Ov%O7

96

%Ov/O7

96

/OvFO7

F6

FOvGOO7

516

NoD much of your assets do you handle yourself and
Dhich part do you hand over to professional)sxG

Share of assets “andle by myself
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The proPy agentsk poDers and asset HnoDledge distribution pyramid tells
us a lot about capital founders and their familiesk attitudes toDard third-
party professionals.

We did not include any types of
ePternal administration )the part of
Dealth management companiesk
services ewual in their essence to
broHerage or other 8nancial
servicesx in our study.

Rull poDers

Agentks poDers

Advisorks poDers

’espondentsqrofessionalsk poDers

F2,16

23,46

4,96

x72 of respondents handle x92 to 7992 of
their assets on their own. Only 7H2 trust third-
party professionals with at least partial
inventories and updates of their assets.

trust
professionals176
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We also asHed
respondents about
third-party
professionalsk poDers.

Are they entitled to act on the clientks behalf
Dithout prior approval )full poDersxG

Are they entitled to act on the clientks behalf
sub«ect to prior approval )agentks poDersxG

Are they only entitled to draft resolutions
for the capital founder to consider
)advisorks poDersxG

Only !.32 of respondents may act on their own. In other H3.32 of
cases, they are Dust e“tensions of the capital founder’s ”arms  or ”head. 

23. Third party trust and involvement



Bt is worth remembering that in recent years- full representative powers of third
parties have been severely restricted by banks themselves. zollowing zATz and
national regulators“ recommendations- they want contact with N/Os )ultimate
bene'cial owners6 'rst and foremost. That way they feel more con'dent about
YC( and compliance issues.

That is why we predict that this slant toward advisor“s rights will persist and
even increase due- 'rst and foremost- to reduction in the number of professionals
with agent“s rights.

That is how things are for the af’uent and the wealthy. The situation is different
for the rich and the ultra4rich. Most of them have established their mono4family
of'ces that know their assets and manage them under a certain scope of
powers.

Iowever- the volatility of recent times and a sharp increase in abuses committed
by various professionals against their own bene'ciaries in developing and
default markets show that this is not a foolproof solution. /ut our study is not
about the rich or the ultra4rich.

According to 8F.13% of respondents- hired professionals )family of'ces-
managers- proxies6 also have issues transferring assets to family and
successors timely and in full.

23.1  Are professionals trustedG

«It is hard to trust. It is harder
to know who to trust.:»

Maria V. Snyder
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Only 8.58% of respondents are aware that in 31.7% of cases- especially in
developing and default markets- professionals start abusing the information
entrusted to them after founders retire- because they have more founders“
data than family members do )information asymmetry6.

Hven if a capital founder controls their professional personally- they still
cannot be sure. They need a lot of time and speci'c competencies for that.

%
7

4

10,5F6

/F,356

21,F96

?o you trust your hired professionalsG Will
they do everything as you asHed them toG

Yust 7 out of 79 respondents trusts their agents

-o emphasije the thirdvperson problemV F1PG67 of respondents
are not sure their agents will do exerything rightP -hat means that
Yust G in exery GO people trusts their agents completelyP 9GP207
are ”not completely sure–8 while /2P6F7 are not sure at allP
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/ut even in the rest of the cases )10.87% who believe their agents ?will do
everything with no issues—6 the ”uestion remains of how thorough their
instructions are- how up4to4date and complete their information is- everything
we have analySed above.

Bt is worth noting that even a planned wealth transfer is just as stressful for
them as it is for the founder“s family. Qot to mention emergency transfers. That
is why they are interested in preserving the family status ”uo.

They are the ?peacetime army-— that is what their business is built around. They
do not really need systematiSing- much less digitaliSing- because that would
make them easily replaceable with their competitors. They never miss a check
for the services provided managing the founder“s affairs.

They absolutely do not want any wealth transfer4related extra stress- because
that rarely brings them extra pro'ts but can easily embroil them in litigation-
disputes- and the need to build new client relationships with the family capital“s
successor.

To be fair- most problems and risks we analySe here are outside their scope of
expertise. They are not personal executors- and they do not want to be. That is
what notaries and family attorneys are for. /ut the latter have another issue:
they do not 'le founders“ capital and assets- and even if they do- they do not
regularly update those data.

Ee do not analySe functions of notaries and will executors here- because they
are mostly concerned with legal documents- not capital and assets dataq legal
documents cannot help founders prepare for a planned or an emergency
capital transfer in any way.

Iho can act as agents or hired professionalsR Hsually– those are
family of.ces– wealth management companies– law or consulting
.rms– prixate adxisors– other consultantsP
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The myth of handing your assets over to a trust that will ensure their security and
your family“s peace of mind was ”uestionable even before. Qow- it is getting
actively dismantled by crises suffered by developing markets along with the
efforts made by zATz and regulators in most countries.

–espite the trust issue“s pressing nature- another well4recogniSed problem is that
assets handed over to trusts do not solve the issue of preparing capital for
transfer & they just change the risk pro'le by simply centraliSing it for the most
part. That is one of the reasons why wealth founders who have already
encountered the everyday mechanics of trusts“ operation are in no hurry to put
more of their capital and assets into those instruments.

OP%07 of our respondents– families worth 56W511 mln use trustsP
-hey haxe up to 6OP%O7 of their total assets in trusts )funds“ or under
the management of family of.cesP -herefore– only about OPG07 of our
target audienceAs assets are under eqternal managementP Ie talked
about the nature of that management aboxeP

zor referenceV we estimate that when it comes to capital retention and
transfer– MN and HMN indixiduals are rarely of the same mind as rich
and ultravrich ones– but here– their behaxioral patterns more or less

Bn developing the trust4related issues- we tried to determine the share of assets
deposited with trust funds )or funds of any other types6 and the scope of assets
family of'ces are in charge of.

?o you have any trust
arrangements, use funds )or family
of8cesx, and Dhat is the share of
assets you deposited thereG

Yes, z do Assets
deposited

30,406

23.2 Trust funds and family of8ces
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The only certainty is that nothing is certain

Pliny the Elder
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There are about 110 mln IQs and NIQs in the world. zamily of'ce and trust
fund penetration level for that audience is 1.K9%. And as we have already
established- they manage only 20+30% of wealth for each family in that
group- not the entire amount.

Bf we add NM( families )another 110 mln6- we see that family of'ces“ partial
administration covers 0.73% of that market at most.

23.3  Self-service vs. family of8ces

Process automation and
digitaliUation are minimal

Less trust for small FOs

Excessive entry cost for
large FOs

≥nteractions with capital
founders only

≥nformation is provided to
capital founder only

Need for operational control
over FOs

One contact principle

Reliability of FO contracts after
the founder leaves the picture

No desire to get involved in
distribution of capital among
successors for fear of future
long processes

O
b«

ec
tiv

e

client side

Su
b«

ec
tiv

e

family of8ce side
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doxetailP Ihen interxiewing that other target audience– we discoxered
one practical ruleV allocate GOWG07 of wealth to a trust fund; where
multiple funds are used– the total share of entrusted assets should not
eqceed %O7 of the family capitalP
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F0% of family of'ces and wealth management industry representatives we
interviewed agreed with those limiting factors.

They also noted that drafting a Wuccession Wtrategy or a Transfer Plan is a
service that clients en”uire about most often but actually order least of all.
Iow does a capital founder get from point A )this moment6 to point / )wealth
in the hands of their successor6 while avoiding all the stumbling blocks and
getting their affairs in orderU

This con'rms that our target audience understands the state of their affairs is
sub4optimal and the chances of getting their wealth to their families are dubious
at best. /ut drafting a plan like that involves a lot of effort capital founders are
unaccustomed to: providing large packages of data- numerous interviews with
them or their family members- making up an image of the future. Eaiting for six
months while professionals do their job.

The resulting plan has a certainty level of about 70%. The rest depends on
implementation and continuous )once in every 9+12 months6 adjustments.

At some point- realiSing the scope of extra work they are supposed to be doing-
capital founders start putting the problem off. That is most concerning- because
if a WoEH is one of the key documents for the outside world- a Wuccession
Wtrategy and a Transfer Plan are vital for the founder and their family.

As De have discovered, among our respondents:

are currently
developing them

2,96

have heard about a
document like that
and admit it is useful,
but do nothing in
that direction

/46

have heard
nothing about
it

3063,96

have a
Succession
Strategy and a
Transfer Plan
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Eealth owners usually have a plan / for every occasion- otherwise- they could
not have amassed all that money. That makes it all even more surprising that
when it comes to retaining their wealth for their family- they have no backup
plan. Or have such a sketchy one you could hardly call it a plan at all.

1/.356 of respondents say they have someone Dho controls and is going
to Heep controlling their agents. This roughly corresponds to the 19.F36
)see abovex Dho believe their spouse or children Dill be able to sort the
paperDorH out.

24.4  Who controls professionalsG

«Learn to focus on the uninterestingR that is the
only way to truly control your mind.»

Mrinal Kumar Das Gupta, ≥ndian astronomer

7

4

%

!

1/,356

10,396

3F,556

39,356

zf you hand it all over to an agent by proPy, Dho
Dill control them Dhen you are not able toG
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Generally- we have got assurances that- in 29.73% of cases- owners
continuously control their agents. Bn our opinion- that is highly unlikely to be
true. Cou can hire a third party professional to oversee your agent. That
would- however- mean uncontrollable expansion of the third parties“ number.
Cou could do the same using algorithms- but there are no such offers in the
market. Or you could do selective control yourself- but it would remain
unknown up until the wealth transfer day how effective that control is.

Hither the agent is in essence just an advisor- so that trust in them e”uals trust
in the work they do.

Or that trust is misplaced. The latter looks more like the truth because the
answer above differs many4fold from answers given to ”uestions about
con'dence- 'ling ”uality- assets and capital data updates.

37.88% of respondents having a plan / arouses similar doubt- and for the
same reasons. Or- rather- the potential effectiveness of that plan is dubious.

Bn case the ?controller— means someone else )assistant- auditor- other proxy-
etc.6- it is worth remembering that wealth founders take it very hard when any
third person gets involved in the process of 'ling or updating their assets
information. That is why they are unlikely to agree to expand the number of
people in the know.

-hat is underscored by the aboxe statistics saying that only G17 of
respondents .le and update their assets information not with their
own handsP

60P6F7 of respondents trust their agents fullyP -hat could mean
one of the two thingsP
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(omparing answers to different ”uestions- we discover that 35.38% of
respondents trust their agents while only 10.87% think that professionals
will do everything they have to do when the time comes for them to do it.

Ee polled 22 lawyers in 7 jurisdictions )local law 'rms and attorneys because
they are who generally sign information storage contracts6 and found out that
storing a bene'ciary“s paperwork costs $F thousand to $15 thousand a month
)$108 thousand+$180 thousand a year6. That includes 'ling- storage- and
transfer to speci'ed persons at a speci'ed time. Qo legally signi'cant actions or
interest representation are included.

23.9  Alternative for document storage

Too much third4person involvement and an uncontrollable
spread of information.

Most of the time- legal professionals get information from the
wealth founder instead of directly from outside sources- thus
only increasing the founder“s workload. Bn essence- that makes
the founder responsible for the legal professionals“ work and
document 'ling.

Cou cannot monitor the ”uality of their work continuously.

Uut only an in.nitesimally small number of MNs and HMNs use those
serxicesP (bxiously– it is not the cost that stops them from doing soP
-he maYority of them– howexer– said during interxiews that those were
”a waste of money8 and cited the following reasonsV
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Those conclusions are underscored by the results of our study pertaining
to trust in professionals and con'dence in their proper and timely actions.

Ehat happens if an agent fails the familyU The family will go to people
specialiSing in asset tracing.

Another thing we have noticed is the exponentially growing number of
scam artists of all stripes. They seek to pro't off the needs of our
respondents who are ready to sacri'ce up to 25+50% of their capital to
ensure their family and successors get the rest. Our respondents are
concerned that there is a problem- with no solution. The majority of them
listen either to no one or to everyone. Those who listen to everyone are the
target audience for grifters of all kinds.

Those ?players— could be divided into two categories: frauds and amateurs.

23./  Rrauds and amateurs

The capital founder does not know and is unlikely to ever know to
what standard will they follow orders given by the founder in
advance when the time comes. There are serious doubts they
would follow their instructions to the letter without ?playing their
own angle— in some way.

Bn 10 years- their fees would tally up to a staggering amount- with
no guarantees that some sort of added value would be created.

6PG67 of respondents are aware that in dexeloped and dexeloping
markets lawyers and inxestigators specialijing in asset tracing charge
2WGF7 of all the assets they .nd while their success rate is only 9F7P
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There is a simple way of telling them apart. Albeit it often gets used too late.

Bf a person is trying to ?sell— something to you- knowing all the time they are
in the wrong- that person is a fraud. Bt is comparatively easy to deal with
them. Cou just catch them red4handed- and they usually fade away ”uickly
and with no fuss. Amateurs are worse. They believe they are in the right- and
try to convince the capital founder of the same.

Nnderstandably- the latter are more destructive both for the market as a
whole and for individual capital founders.

The majority of our target audience has not yet reached the age when it is
time to think about a will. People in their 70s or 80s start thinking about
transferring their capital and assets due to natural reasons. Our target
audience is 35+55 years old. Their thinking about wealth transfer is related
to possible personal emergencies or economic and political changes that
could happen.

Members of this younger audience use wills way less often compared to
their elders. They have more experience with the modern world.

They believe that wills as an institution stopped working a while ago and is
only tangentially relevant to the issue at hand.

23.F  Are Dills a solutionG

Only once in their lives are Somans sincereR in their wills.
Lucian of Samosata, Ancient Greek writer
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A will is about documents. Eills are focused not on the capital founder
)although it might look like they are6- but on the property complex con'rmed by
documents.

Bn the modern world- data is more important. Bn order for a will to be of any real
help in claiming the assets- it should be no more than a month old. A will dated
over a year ago is next to useless.

Bt is hard to draft multiple wills- one for each family member. And to do it in such
a way that none of them knows about the rest.

A force majeure event can happen at any moment. A will- on the other hand- is
traditionally done when the person“s active life is drawing to a close.

Qo one controls notaries and attorneys who execute wills- except for their
professional associations.

We asHed our respondents in focus groups if they believe that
a Dill is going to help their families get access to their Dealth
Dithout losses.

Ies

No

/OvFO years

F76

216

60v/O years

146

5/6

’n order for the will to be effectixe– it has to contain a huge amount of infoP
Not Yust data– but detailed dataP (therwise– it would be eqtremely dif.cult
to eqecuteP ’f you do not haxe that data in your daily life– why would it be
in your willR
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Bn 8K% of cases- members of our target audience do not have wills in case of
an emergency capital transfer. Bf the capital founder is getting up in age- 72%
of them still do not have wills.

Bt is not family members who primarily dispute wills. Those cases are a
minority. Mainly- that means families having disputes with asset holders
)banks- brokers- corporations6 and managers )funds- managing companies6
to determine the capital founder“s true intentions.

Ee are not saying wills are useless. Qo- they are important. Ee are talking
here about their content. Bf you have no detailed data needed to claim the
asset- where would the will get it fromU A signi'cant portion of capital
transfers from founders to successors is caused by various unplanned life
changes- not by age.

contested wills

77.96 in developing marHets

F5.F6 in developed marHets»100mln

For families
worth up to

(nly 9PO27 of respondents are concerned with the fact that about
0/7 of assets and capital are threatened with litigation by third
partiesP

Ies, ≥ understand it,
and ≥ do not pin much
hope on a will

2F6

126

236

356≥ agree, but ≥ have not
thought about it before

≥ have to think
about it some more

≥ disagree. Classic
methods are always
the best
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Ee gave the respondents in focus groups )both wealth owners and their
families- along with groups of professionals6 all the arguments outlined
above. Wo it was all the more interesting what their assessment was.

)[6 True if the will is executed in a single country. Bf the will has to be legaliSed and
executed in different countries- that could minimiSe the advantages of this scenario.

The fact that successors are not particularly prepared to handle
instruments like wills also remains outside capital owners“ perception.

qrofessionals De intervieDed rated practical
scenarios of Dill use as folloDs:

-op 4cenario 4ummary

 There is a Dill, but it
is out-of-date3

Bnformation and data on assets are still more
important than ownership documents in that case.

This is a rare scenario. The will shall meet two
criteria: )16 full description of assets- including all
details thereofq )26 the will is updated as of the last
re”uired date.  ery few update their wills every
month. The likelihood of encountering a will that is
updated this meticulously is ”uite low. /ut if it does
happen- the will would be more effective than a
transfer of asset information without supporting
documents )[6.

1

–

 There is a Dill,
and it is up-to-

date

 Uo Dill Bn such cases- information and data on assets are
more important than ownership documents.

0P/O7 of capital successor respondents realije that in almost no
cases can you claim partial ownership of capital and assets– only full
ownershipP -hat is why information on debts and liabilities is no less
importantP ’n /G7 of cases– it becomes known G9WGF months after
successors claimed the assetsP
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Iow enforceable a will is- is no less important than its updated
status. Professionals point out that will execution can encounter
problems even if takes place within a single country. Hven more
problems are expected if it is to be legaliSed and executed in
foreign jurisdictions. H. g.- executing a foreign will is very dif'cult
in developing economies of the Middle Hast. A safer option
would be making a separate ?regional— will for some of your
assets. Bt is exceedingly rare- though.

The digital assistant issue surfaced during focus groups and interviews.
Ehen it comes to preparing a capital for transfer and executing the
transfer- there is a tangible need to reduce the number of third persons
involvedq ideally- to eliminate them.

Our team of analysts studied key digital software packages available in the
market.

23.5  ?igital assistants and algorithms

Our intervieDees vieDed ob«ectives of that softDare as folloDs:

storing large amounts of asset data8 details, information, current
and historical parameters. Storing copies of documents, however,
was not a priority?

securing transfer to family members or other
authoriUed persons?

determining the exact moment for the transfer to take place.
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Thank you to those who refused to help
me. They made me do it on my own.

Dr. Robert Antony
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Obviously- client apps offered by brokers- insurance companies- banks- and
other payment institutions are not the solution we are looking for. They are
just communication points between the client and the entity- with the sole
purpose to make the client“s current operations more convenient and to
minimiSe corporate costs.

Ee found about 2K0 software programs and applications used by family
of'ces- lawyers- advisors- and other wealth industry actors. Ehen we looked
at them closer- we found that they all could be classi'ed into several large
groups:

Wome of them )30%6 mimic online products but are in reality just marketing
products used to 'nd clients and funnel them into of’ine interactions.

A large portion )50%6 are products similar to banking applications- designed
to streamline current client communications. H. g.- third4party software
applications developed for family of'ces“ client operations.

The rest )20%6 are marketing products that promote online investment in
'nance instruments under the guise of family wealth management.

306

906

206
4

7

%
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Ee found no scam applications when analySing a random sample of our
population )20% of the total6. The fact that there are no fraudulent software
programs or applications in this area is- of course- encouraging. /ut on the
other hand- that means the industry does not attract any leading actors
)whom scammers always follow6.

Therefore- we can say that the market presently does not offer any
algorithm solutions which would:

/ecause there is no such product at the current technological development
stage- capital founders and their families are still left alone to face the
problems described in this study. And each of them will be solving the capital
transfer information problem as they see 't.

Allow creation of one“s own client4side information hub in
such a way that enables the client- not the 'nancial
institution or another entity- to own all the data.

Allow the elimination of any third persons from the
sensitive family capital information transfer chain- replacing
them with an algorithm.

Allow storing information under secure encryption and
encoding.

–o not try to funnel the client of’ine or offer digital
investments.

Allow secure accumulation and updates of multitudes of
client asset details.

Allow information transfer from the capital founder to
their family members right on time and to the extent
speci'ed for each of them- with no third party
involvement- but using algorithms.
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/ut starting from 2018 and more actively from 2021- some NW states- some
HN countries- WwitSerland- Wingapore- the NAH- etc. started accumulating case
law that treats various digital solutions )such as blockchain smart contracts6
as a full4’edged alternative to wills.

Our data is consistent with the (apgemini report that states that Eealth4as4
a4Wervice )EaaW6 is one of the most sought4after- but so far absent from the
market approaches to solving IQ and NIQ issues. Wo far- there is not even a
rudimentary product like that in the market.

Bome digital instruments will eventually replace wills. Сut so far, no
one knows what it will look like.
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Fears, triggers and
psychology

–4.
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1s a person learns about the causes of the
observed phenomena and )gures out how

avoid their impact, fear diminishes.

Psychological rule



Wome psychological or emotional moments we have noticed when studying
the feedback on our polls are also of some interest. Ee got even more
information through focus groups and interviews.

Bn general- our ”uestions evoked pained and sometimes surprisingly
emotional responses from our audience.

At the beginning of the interview- almost everyone )save for just 9 people6
was con'dent that they were handling their affairs just 'ne. H”ually- no
respondent did not change their position by the end of the interview- after
being presented with the statistics and confronted with the ”uestions that
made them consider how things really are.

?uring intervieDs, respondents relatively wuicHly
Dent through 9 classic stages:

denial
W≥ have everything under control 

anger
Wwhy are you snif:ng around in my businessH 

bargaining
Wyes, ≥ get it, but my life and business are special 

depression
Weverything does look bad 

acceptance
W≥ have to do something 

2K. zear- despair and psychology
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Bt turned out that for many caring about their family“s future interests was a job
they not only neglected- they did not know it existed. Others demonstrated
that they realiSed how deep the problem ran. Cou are already aware of the
number of the respondents prepared to lose a part of their wealth in order to
get the rest to their family and children.

Regardless of whether the respondents knew about the problem for some
time or just discovered it during the interview- their 'rst response was to pull a
Wcarlett and ?think about this tomorrow-— sweeping the problem under the
carpet for today.

The next reaction was to 'nd someone who would solve the problem for them
in exchange for some money. Ehen they realiSed capital founders together
with their families would still have to do the lion“s share of the work- they grew
even more pessimistic.

A limiting factor was also the fact that rearranging affairs and getting their
capital to the point where it could be transferred at any time would re”uire a
”ualitatively different level of communication with their families. Regardless of
the role the capital founder played in their family- be it a ?macho man— or a
?caring dad-— or an ?autocratic ruler-— they would all have to be adjusted in some
way.

!udging by respondents“ answers and comments- we believe that in reality
most of them will leave everything as is or will start introducing some changes
very slowly.

Uut neither group demonstrated any intention to start improxing their
position right awayP

Knother psychological problem is founders proYecting themselxes as
they are today on their familiesA futureP ?ooking up their accounts
through banking applications– browsing through their other assets–
founders erroneously eqtrapolate their current untroubled eqistence
onto the future and onto their familiesP
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One poll- even a large one like ours- does not move people to change the
paradigm of their behavior that took decades to establish. Hspecially
considering there are no products to help them do that- and capital founders
themselves have to be the main drivers of improvement.

One of the key test ”uestions that would demonstrate how ready founders
were to change their approach was: how they would describe their approach
to managing their capital and assets: as reactive or proactive.

Many problems experienced by NM(- IQ- and NIQ individuals are caused by
their passivity towards their already existing wealth. Although understandable-
such an attitude is strange. Ehen it comes to new income and growing their
capital- they employ totally opposite- proactive methods.

24.1  ’eactive or proactive action

proactive
)preventing risks from materialiSing

and threats from appearing6

reactive
)reacting to outside in’uences

and threats6

Pircle of
Inzuence

:ircle of :are

Pircle of
Inzuence

:ircle of :are
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We do not do many things we could do,
and we do not know why.

Erich Maria Remarque
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–espite all the data respondents have got from polls and interviews- our
respondents experience deep doubts about the real state of their affairs. Over a
half of them still believe they are behaving proactively.

The share of ?proactive— respondents )51.K3%6 roughly corresponds to those
who make periodical reviews of their assets )K7.39% do it every month6. Ee
believe those numbers are indeed related- but admittedly fre”uent observations
of your own wealth can hardly be called a proactive management pattern.

zn general, do you manage your assets reactively or proactivelyG

Reactively

Proactively

91,436

45,9F6

24.2  NoD much time do De haveG

«(rimarily, human notions about the mystery of in)nity
have given rise to a )rm belief in the supernatural.:»

Qafar MirUo, Pakistani doctor and politician
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Uut if we talk about the total capital– according to open source data–
F27 of it are managed reactixely and only G67 proactixelyP
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(loser to the end of the poll respondents have already gotten a 'rm grasp of
the problem- ?tried it on for siSe.— That was when we asked them hoD much
time they had to get their affairs in order.

Bf a person who owns a siSeable capital has not maintained their affairs in at
least a satisfactory condition before- they cannot catch up on everything in a
month or a ”uarter. On the one hand- with no relevant experience- it is hard
to assess the scope and depth of problems- as well as to imagine the
conse”uences.

Hven if KK.93% of respondents are prepared for immediate action and
committed to doing it as fast as possible- they will need information from a
lot of third persons who all have their own work schedules.

The position expressed by 17.72% of respondents )six months6 looks
doubtful while the estimate given by 37.95% )a year or longer6 is
comparatively sound.

Practical experience says it really can be done in about a year- provided the
process is set up smoothly. Wome aspects of it re”uire that a person
internaliSes the concept of their immediate or extended family- the prospects
and roles for each family member. Others need contemplating their own
desirable future. On top of that- hands4on action should also be organiSed.
(ommunication with external sources of current and archived data prolongs
the process signi'cantly.

a month

O

90

0O

22,146 22,476

3F,/96

1F,F26

a quarter six months a year or longer
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≥nformation asymmetry and
Judgement Day envelopes

1ny suf)ciently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.

Arthur Clarke, British writer, futurologist

–5.
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Ee are a private company which does not render any services in that area.
This study is a non4pro't one. Analytics is an important but not the most
important aspect of our work. That is why we took the liberty to offer our
respondents a fantastical ”uestion which- nevertheless- yielded some realistic
answers worth analySing.

Ehile you- at the Wouth Pole surrounded by penguins- worried for your family-
children- and assets- did you ever think how great it would be if life decided for
you when it was time to inform your family of your assetsU

Bt would be done at exactly the right time: not too early- not too late. Hach of
them would get a ?judgment day envelope— delivered right to them. Bnside
would be all the information you would want to transfer to that speci'c
person. Asset data- comments- history- key details- in a word- everything to
help them claim the asset tomorrow. Wome of them would get envelopes with
partial descriptions- some with full ones. Qot before- not after- but exactly on
time. And you would know 100% of all the envelopes got to their addressees.

The results of our research show why 71.K1% would want such an option.
They are interested in a mechanic that would transfer the information on their
family assets and capital with no third4party involvement.

Would not it be great if life itself decided Dhen the time
came to inform your family of your assetsG

7

4 F1,416

25,976
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And that information would be up4to4date. Bt should be an autonomous and
self4contained mechanic- not dependent on any third parties.

/ut] Hven if such a mechanic existed- 28.5F% would not use it. The most
obvious answer to the inevitable ?EhyU— is that they are either not
particularly concerned about their family“s condition after the transfer of
capital and assets )not likely6- or they still do not understand the full scale of
problems threatening their families.

Bf the majority of our target audience used that option- the risks threatening
the second group would grow disproportionately. /ecause the main pressure
from the personaliSed services industry )family of'ces- other professionals6
would have shifted to the old4school clients.

About 30% is the share of conventionalists usually found in any social group.
Bn that sense- our audience is no different from the society as a whole. They
want to see how it works for others 'rst.

/ut this leads us to the greatest problem of wealth management- retention-
transfer preparedness- and transfer itself.

-ransfer of wealth only happens onceP Cou might not exer know if your
capital transfer plan workedP Knd there would be absolutely no
chance to change anythingP -here are no rough drafts thereP

4uch a system– if it eqisted– would minimije the information
asymmetry problemP ’nformation asymmetry is the root cause of why
signi.cant parts of assets and capital are getting lost exen on intrav
family transfersP
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Caring for your family
and friends

–6.
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Good friends, good books and a sleepy
conscienceR this is the ideal life.

Mark Twain



All our respondents know or have heard about families whose 'nancial
condition worsened dramatically after an unsuccessful planned or- more often-
emergency transfer of wealth from the founder to the family and successors.

Wtatistics say that one in every four wealthy families has to face a problem like
that- with potentially disastrous conse”uences.

Ee assumed that those having already answered one of our polls would do a
favor to their family and friends by drawing their attention to the problem.

Only 3 out of every 10 respondents sent the poll to their family or friends. This
seems strange. Hven in such a roundabout way- our respondents do not want
to draw their loved ones“ attention to the problem they themselves consider
vital for their shared prosperity.

One of the possible causes is that founders of wealth of that siSe are rarely
completely democratic- so they do not want to show their worry or weakness
to their family members. /ut those who are democratic are driven by
misguided worry for their family members“ emotional well4being. Bn any case-
this is to a large extent an issue of behavioral psychologyq

Would you liHe to send this poll to your family members or friendsG

Ies, ≥ would like to do
it now

No, let them :nd out on
their own

/F,736

32,0F6

29. (aring for your family and friends
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the data say little about how worrying this problem is for capital founders.

On the other hand- 32.07% did send the poll to their families and friends.

That is nearly F times more than the number of recommendation letters
wealthy people issue to family of'ces or wealth consultants whose services
they use. This is one of the problems for the industry professionals: very few
ways to attract new clients.

The referral rate in this industry is K.25% on average )1.5% to 7% depending
on the market type: developed- developing- default6.

Our analysis- con'rmed by focus groups- reveals that when capital founders
are 'rmly convinced that those who receive their recommendation letters will
not know the state of their affairs- they are much more willing to share data
and information with friends. This is also con'rmed by focus groups.

zamily of.ce clients are held back by the same consideration we haxe
described in this reportV the fear of information spread and growing
thirdvperson inxolxementP

-his is the least part of the problem; the bigger issue is that capital
founders Yust decided to put handling the problem off and did not
want eqtra pressure from their family membersP uring personal
interxiews– many respondents af.rmed that logicP
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Summary8
Occam’s raUor

This is not a problem at all, Dust work not done.

Man who inspired OwnerOne founder

–7.
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Bn the 1Kth century- Eilliam of Ockham )Occam6 formulated the principle most
of us heard about. Ie declared that- ?Bt is vain to do with more assumptions
what can be done with fewer— and ?A plurality is not to be supposed without
necessity.—

Ee have got a great deal of information from the series of already4completed
polls. And it keeps coming from new polls conducted in different countries.

All of them contain different ”uestions and all of them are studying the same
problem: family wealth and security of inter4generational capital transfer.

Ee are trying to understand how grown4up- successful people who are heads
of families that have won acclaim- status- and wealth can at any moment 'nd
themselves in a situation where their families or other successors will get just a
fraction of their hard4earned capital.

As our study shows- there could be a lot of such mistakes- not identi'able at
the moment they were made. Many of them have been analySed here.

Ee decided to use Occam“s raSor in order to determine the most important of
them and shave off everything that is not a core reason. After a consensus
analysis )the conclusions made by our team of analysts and con'rmed by focus
groups and personal interviews6- we arrived at the following simplest and
most self4evident reasons.

-hat should only be possible if there were some mistakes made earlier
that led to the conse3uences that could not be seen up until the jero
hourP

27. Wummary: Occam“s raSor
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Bnformation on capital and assets must not be transferred to
successors before the capital founder decides to retire. Or before
an emergency happens.

Bt might not be possible to transfer the information after that.
zor obvious reasons- if an emergency happens to the founder-
that will be out of the ”uestion. Bf a planned capital transfer
goes wrong- there are very few chances to roll it all back.

The only foolproof option is to transfer the information right on
time. Bn practice- there is just no reliable way to 'gure out when
that moment arrives and make the transfer right on time.

(hanges that have rolled through the world in recent years- have
had very little impact on the family capital industry. The
re”uirements to asset paperwork relaxed )now you either do not
need the documents or they can be re4issued6. The re”uirements
to information- on the other hand- tightened up )if you do not
have detailed information on your asset- you will have trouble
claiming it6.

/oth capital founders and their families show they have neither
the ”uali'cations nor personal expertise to handle capital
preparation for a transfer. They also do not trust third parties to
handle it.

(apital transfer is done once in a person“s life- with no prior
rehearsals. The capital founder gets no chance to test it- get some
experience- and then try again. Once the transfer starts- it is either
very hard )for a planned transfer6 or impossible )for an emergency
one6 to change anything.

There is no reliable and effective instrument for transferring the
information needed for the wealth transfer ?right on time.—
Bnstruments that involve multiple third persons are not available to
our target audience )there are no secure third4party offers for that
range of wealth6.
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At the current stage of technological advancement- there are no
algorithms or digital assistants to eliminate the need for third4
party involvement. /ut they are expected to appear in the near
future.

The amount of family wealth- its transfer- its distribution within
the family & those are all sensitive and emotionally taxing issues.
Bt is unpleasant work to do.

Wtructuring the capital and making it ready for the transfer in the
family“s best interest re”uire signi'cant personal effort from the
capital founder. Wome tasks are ’at impossible to delegate
because the capital founder is the one to hold all the lines of
communication with third parties.

The subject of transfer of family capital and assets is associated
fallaciously with retirement )a planned transfer6. Qo one even
wants to think of an emergency transfer.

As you can see from the summary and from the report itself- the majority of
issues we have studied are not in the ?problem-— but in the ?work not done—
category. /ut because of that work not done on time- 2;3 of families worth up
to $100 mln keep losing 1;3+1;2 of their wealth.

That is the blood- sweat- and tears of those having earned that money. That is
why wives- sons- daughters- nephews- nieces- and other family members have
to start over. zrom the beginning- not from the point their predecessors
stopped at. zew capital founders wish their offspring had the same life they
did.

7x.9%2 of respondents gave positive answers when asked if they
reali?ed that even more details got overlooked. What about the rest
Ux7.H52;N
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q.S.

There is also common good to be found in preventing those risks
from materialiSing: positive capital )that brings improvement to
the entire society6 accumulates among estates in that range: up
to $100 mln.

(ountries preserving the capital that already exceeds the needs
of their owners- but has not yet accumulated to the point of
changing the society to 't its needs- have the best economies.
Macroeconomic issues in that area have been studied in detail a
while ago. They are outside the scope of our report.
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According to some estimates- there are about 55 mln individuals who can be
classi'ed as IQ and NIQ in the world. Bt is a common belief that those 'gures
count only those recorded by of'cial statistics and that the real IQ and NIQ count
in the world is 1.F+2.24fold higher )there are statistics failings- concealment of
information- developing and default markets- nominal ownership- and other reasons
why the 'gures can be misleading6. Therefore- their real number in the world is
10K.5+122 mln. That is not counting NM( )about 120 mln globally6. Thus the target
audience of our study + families worth $3+$FF mln + consists of about 22K.5+2K2
mln people.

Respondents self4identi'ed at the start of each poll- choosing the category to
classify themselves as.

Bf someone chose the ?none of the above— option- we apologiSed and tactfully
eliminated them from the poll- blocking their BP address- if possible.

As an extra precaution- to eliminate ?information tourism— by idle audiences- our
team of analysts excluded aberrant answers that gave grounds to doubt if a
respondent really belonged to one of the three categories and was not a ?talented
Mr. Ripley.— Among others- we eliminated all answers from people who told us they
held 100% of their assets in real estate. All respondents who said that 100% of
their assets were in a trust were also out. Also- for instance- we threw out answers
from those who insisted they had a WoEH but did not know what YC( was.

1. Targeted audience

Kcronym Kcronym-erm isposable capital
and assets :apital founders zamilies and

successors

up to $3 mln 52-31% K9-71%«MC
Mpper of the
middle class

up to $15 mln 2K-F1% 27-5K%“N
Nigh-net-Dorth

individual

up to $FF mln 22-78% 25-75%«“N Mltra-hight-net Dorth
individual
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uantitative results
of the research
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9 995
persons

fully completed polls

739
persons

did not belong to the target audience;
eliminated from the statistics

3 00F
persons

artially completed polls

of which

13 900
persons

in total responded to digital polls

2 300
persons

xeri.ed contacts of respondents
who proxided feedback

2F
minutes

axerage poll
completion time

47
campaigns

total number of polling
campaigns

2 321
persons

4ent links to polls to family and friends
to participate in the research

2F. Vuantitative results
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of which

9
poll types

27
focus groups

of which

17F
personal interxiews

sent polls to family and
friends to participate in the
research

5/3
persons

9F
successors
and families

77
founders 41

family of.ces
lawyers– adxisors

2
polls

for target audienceV
”4uccessors and families8

3
polls

for target audienceV
”zounders8
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/ months

Rebruary 2024
neqt Knalytical esearch

1 year
total research series
duration

October 2023

research .nished

?ecember 2022

research started

spent on polls
included here

of which15
countries

7 3
dexeloping default

/
dexeloped

247
sleepless nights spent by
the proYect team

2 900
persons

the largest similar research

?ecember
2023

(wnerP(ne launch

Uovember
2023

(wnerP(ne Iaitlist
opens
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–8K Z –ltra-8igh-Ket Individuals v means people with disposable
capital of $15 mln to $100 mln.

8K Z 8igh-Ket Individuals v means people with disposable capital of
$3 mln to $15 mln.

–MC Z –pper-Middle-Class  - means people with disposable capital
of $1 mln to $3 mln.

T1 Utarget audience, or ”%-73-HH ; W means UMC, HN, UHN taken
together.

(A( - (olitically e“posed person:v means an individual who plays an
important part in the public (including private-public partnership
businesses) or social life of a country or internationally. PEPs are treated
as posing an increased risk of potential corruption exposure

1ML Z 1nti Money Laundering v means measures to counteract
money laundering that the Snancial companies operating in the EU and
the U: are obliged to adhere to.

сYC - сnow Your Client v means the procedure for counterparty
veriScation used by almost every agent vested with handling your
money or assets; banks, brokers, managers, insurance companiesF in
many countries, also lawyers and auditors.

30. Glossary
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F1TF v means the Ainancial Tction zask Aorce, a group tasked with
developing anti-money laundering measures.

BoWA Z Bource of Wealth Assay v means a characteri2ation of sources
and a chronological description of family wealth with spotlights on the
key aspects and the most controversial data on – 10 pages.

ero hour means the time a scenario is to be launchedP

–СO - –ltimate Сene)cial Owner means the person who is a full
ultimate owner of everything.

CTF - U ounter-terrorist )nancing; - means counteracting Snancing of
terrorism.
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About Owner.One
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Bometimes you need to go around the whole world to
understand that the treasure is buried at your own house.

Paulo Coelho



Owner.One follows the ETaaW )Eealth4Transfer4as4a4Wervice6 model-
ensuring that capital founders can keep their assets ready for transfer at any
time through minimal effort.

Owner.One enables you to ”uickly set up a blockchain server owned solely by
the client. Then you enter certain assets there- specify the family member who
will get all the detail on that asset- choose the disclosure algorithm )the
scenario that must occur for the information to be sent to the addressee6.

The information transfer is performed by algorithm alone- with no third person
involvement. Owner.One is a digital solution fully powered by an algorithm-
which enables you to transfer all the info re”uired to claim the asset to family
members and successors on time and with no risk.

Out of 105 people we asked to review the rough draft of this report-
8F asked us why we were doing that- not being a private capital
management industry participant or a family of'ce service company.

Owner.One is a project launched a few years ago by one NIQ family-
due to concerns brought in by growing economic and political risks.
/ecause of ever less tran”uility in the world- they wanted to solve
their private problem of transferring their capital from the founder to
family members. There was no singular all4encompassing reason- but
force majeure events are meant to be unpredictable- that is why they
are called ?black swans.— The objective was to prepare the assets and
capital for a transfer to children and family members at any time-
independent of any subjective factors. Regardless of whether
something happens or not. That is how the Owner.One algorithm
was created. The project ”uickly grew from the ?one family— format to
the ?friends D family— one.

31. Owner.One
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Owner.One has about 200 various functions- but its main idea is being a
?’ying safe box— or a ?judgment day envelope.—

The moment something happens to the capital founder- hundreds of
envelopes spread around the world and bypass intermediaries and obstacles
to deliver the re”uired information to the person the capital founder wanted
to deliver it to. Bt relieves family and successors from a bulk of ownership
claim4related problems.

Wmart contracts under the hood can serve as ironclad legal proof of the
capital founder“s will- if needed.

The ETaaW operates based on the cloud blockchain server belonging to the
capital owner. The data on it are not accessible to anyone- including
Owner.One.

Wince its inception- Owner.One has included a team of analysts tasked with
studying the most popular market practices and relaying them to their
bene'ciaries.

/y 2023- the number of third4party re”uests to join Owner.One has
started growing exponentially. Ee were to choose: whether to turn
everyone back leaving the service in the ?friends D family— format or do
a proper market launch.

Our bene'ciaries asked the team of analysts to clarify if the problem
was really not uni”ue and topical for a bigger audience. Iow sensitive
were those issuesU The objective was to poll 500 respondents and
conduct 20 interviews. /ut the situation got out of control ”uickly: the
polls we launched started spreading uncontrollably- and soon we got
over 8.5 thousand respondents from 18 countries- while the number of
interviews and focus groups nearly reached 200.
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That was how we got a huge statistical sample for our Research. As you
can see- the results are way less optimistic than one could imagine- and
most wealth transfers perspectives are murky at best.

As a result- we decided to open Owner.One to the market. As of the
moment this study is published- the product is still not available for
immediate purchase. The waitlist for those wishing to join is 2 to 3 months.
Hvery month we open subscriptions for 100 families at most. The transition
of our product from a blockchain geared towards 10 families to that
capable of servicing thousands of families is ”uite a time4consuming task.

Qot everyone is ready to wait for months. Ee prepared this Analytics
Report to help every capital founder- their families and successors have a
good objective look at themselves- compare their behavior against that of
other people in similar situations. That would enable them to make the
most urgent decisions aimed at improving their affairs as a result.

Owner.One is not owned by any 'nancial
or related market actors- it does not
provide information to any third persons
for marketing or other purposes.

Wince its inception- the project has been
'nanced solely by the founding family“s
investments. Please pay attention to the
*egend section of the project showroom )
www.owner.one6 to better understand the
founders“ motives.
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